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Intro duction
While reading about the sources of the "Faust
-
literature", which in many parts refer to the lore
of cabal ism, alchemy, magic, demonology, astrology
and necromancy, I was referred to a source -study of
Goethe's drama, "Paracelsus, Paracelsisten und
Goethes Faust", written by a ixerman writer, Agnes Bart-
scherer. The character of Paracelsus, a searcher for
truth in the exhaustless fullness of J!Jature, interested
me and led me to examine his own writings and all
other available material concerning him in literature
and history.
The investigation produced a mass of contra-
dictory references and accounts of his personality
and achievements. Paracelsus, a physician, reformer,
philosopher, highly idealized in literature, bitterly
attacked in history, is mentioned in one book as
*"father of modern chemistry", in another - a medical
journal - as a "thorough-paced charlatan;" termed by
some of his contemporaries to have been a bombastic,
quarrelsome drunkard; by others, a martyr to the cause
of all human suffering.
By taking the material concerning this character.
'^Dr. Franz Hartmann: Life of Par.
'^*Dr. John Dal ton: Galen and Par.
(N.Y.Medical Journal - 1873)
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by selecting both light and shadow and projecting the
resulting pattern against the world of his time, I hope
to approach an understanding and correct evaluation of
the personality of Paracelsus, the man, and of the re-
lationship he bore to the Grerman renaissance.
ii
PART I - HIS':oaiCA.L P/iRACEISUS
Chapter _I - Birth of the uew Kra in fJurope
(General Mistory of the Period
In order to depict the world of the early siicteenth
century in which Paracelsus lived, it is necessary to
contemplate the sources of that new spirit which chal-
lenged all that it had nitherto submissively accepted,
xhe Church, which had been supported in its early cen-
turies of power by the emperors, gradually absorbed
their control, growing in wealth and influence, until
by the thirteenth century it possessed one-third of
Kurope and continued increasing its enormous treasuries
through the donations of rich and poor. Its unchanging
creed nad for a thousand years united most of the
people of the continent in its strong, dominating organ-
ization, which confined the minds of mediaeval i^^urope
within the narrow limits set by that dogma considered
necessary in establishing a common faith embodying a
supernatural approbation which would elevate it above
the effects of all vicissitude.
However, when, at the end of the fourteenth cen-
tury, the manufacture of paper became abundant and
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cheap enough for the printing of books to be a practi-
cable business proposition, the intellectual life of
the world ejitered upon a nev/ and vigorous era. no
longer was learning the monopoly of priests as it had
been when the only medium for printing was the costly
parchment from Egypt; in all countries printing presses
were set up to spread liberating, clarifying, yet
destructive, influence everywhere.
The awakening had begun with iioger Bacon ( d. 1294);
it grew with the great and versatile Leonardo de Vinci
(1452 - 1519), i'he time was eager for rebirth. x'he
vigorous leader of ierman i- rotes tant ism, iiartin Luther,
was born in 14B.:5; the year 149^ marks the birth of
Paracelsus; the follov/ing year, the death of the
Italian humanist. Count 'Jriovanni J ico della iJirandola
;
in 1501 was born the Italian mathematician tjerome
(Jardan (G-irolamo uardano) to whom was to be accredited
the solution of the cubic equation; wnile the year
1517 sav; the birth of the b'rench surgeon, Ambroise Pare",
'^called the "Father of /odern burgery" , - yet who, in
the first edition of his works, expressed his indebted-
ness to Paracelsus in all that concerned the surgery of
wounds, xhese are the names of only fev/ of those who
were to voice tne restless, seeking, challengingly
analytical spirit of that era vmich v^as to produce
Stoddard, "Life of Paracelsus"
r
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new religious expression, new thought, new science, new
art. Man was turning more and more to the present
world with the hope of gaining mastery in it by discover-
ing its secrets through exploration and scientific ex-
periment, by increasing its joys through literature and
art.
The minds of men looked upon an expanding world.
The Crusades had long since opened the routes to the
Bast, while the culture of the iDastern Krapiro, since
its capture by the Turks in 1453 (fall of Constantinople),
was transferred to the Italian cities. At this time
hitherto unexplored expanses of sea were being entered upon
by brave mariners guided by the compass—they, the con-
querors of man's ignorance of the earth. With the
entrance of ancient culture and thought from the East,
the promise of vast and yet unexplored regions across the
sea in the west, the European mind, partially paralyzed
during the Middle Ages by rigid dogma, began to awaken.
The new spirit not only directed man's struggle toward
religious enlightment, but into all other realms of
thought. The murmurings of centuries were rising and
demanding free expression; there was need for courageous,
self-sacrificing leaders, who v/ith explosive force
would tear down antiquated theories
i!
1
4«
and clear the way for constructive, reasoned, tested
knowledge. j?'rom the beginning of time the world has
been ready to crucify its liberators, the living
dynamos of progress. 60 it was now when undaunted,
fearless leaders stepped forth and worked for the
masses who, in turn, believing themselves defenders
of truth and right, did all tney could through the
means of narrow law, censure, scurrilous fabrications,
false accusations, and tortuous methods descended
from the time of inquisition, to impede the tide of
progress, nevertheless *"Luther overthrew the barrier
of ecclesiastical hierarchy, .lelanchthon and rjrasmus
lib-erated speech; uardanus lifted tne veil off the
goadess of imture ; and Copernicus, like t;Oshua of old,
bade the sun to stand still, and, obedient to his
command, the sun stood still, and the planetary system
was seen to move in the grooves in which it was or-
dained by the wisdom of the "jupreme."
The Keformation had begun as a rebellion of the
princes, who wanted to stop the flow of money into
Rome as well as to regain their own authority in
government and education, x'he movement spread and
included those religiously-spirited men vmo set up
their new possession, the iiible, as tneir guide and
counter authority to the church, as well as tnose few
*Hartmann, "Life of i'ar."
Iri
who, in like spirit with St. Francis of Assisi, desired
to restore the purity of the church and its power rest-
ing in that purity. The struggle against monachisra,
celibate priesthood, relic -worship , the mass, indul-
gences, was later to give way to wrangling and hair-
splitting struggles over the interpretations of the
perplexing and often contradictory passages of the (ireat
Book; but the men who them fearlessly faced the mental
discomforts of reasoning out a method of salvation rather
than passively accepting the promise of the uhurch be-
lieved themselves soldiers and seekers after truth.
The voice of the new age was that of Erasmus, one
of the greatest scholars of the renaissance and refor-
mation period. His work lay chiefly in the field of
criticism, and in his letters is revealed the entire
history of that most exciting period as seen through
the eyes of a keen scholar. Although Krasmus re-
mained throughout his life a ^jatholic, much of his
work dealt with criticism of the existing itoman
Catholic uhurch system and of the scholastic method
in philosophy by which it was defended, in his
optimism he believed that increase of knowledge would
inevitably bring about a peaceful reform of abuses in
the Uhurch, so continued his assaults on the evils
and errors of the clerical powers, and in his
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''Enciiiridion Militis uhristiani" - i x'he i.ianual or Dagger
of the uhristian soldier; he set forth the spirit of
sincere apostolic piety in contrast to useless formalism
in religion.
While Luther* s leadership in the Keformation seemed
at first to be a practical application of the theories
which Erasmus had always maintained, i^lrasmus soon real-
ized that Luther's vehemence would lead to bloody
battles between quarrelling doctrinaires. The critic
saw the weaknesses on both sides, therefore was not
utterly trusted by either.
In a letter to his friend Abbot Vol zius^ Erasmus
gives a picture of his age (1518), Pope Leo X. was
trying to absorb the entire attention of Europe by
sending forces to fight and convert the Turks. .Ye
have the following excerpt expressing Erasmus'
reaction.
*"We are not, I presume, to kill all the I'urks.
The survivors are to be made Christians, and we are
to send them our Occams and our Scoti as missionaries.
I wonder what the xurks will think when they hear about
instances and causes formative, about quiddities and
relativities, and see our own theologians cursing and
spitting at each other, the preaching friars crying
up their St. Thomas, the Minorites their Iioctor
'^J.A.FroudeT "Life and Letters of Erasmus"

Seraphicus, the ijominalists and Realists wrangling about
the nature of the Second Person of the Trinity as if
Christ was a malignant demon ready to destroy you if you
made a mistake about His nature. While our lives and
manners remain as depraved as they now are, the Turks
will see in us but so many rapacious and licentious ver-
min. How are we to make the i'urks believe in Christ
till we show that we believe in riim ourselves? Reduce
the Articles of Faith to the fewest and the simplest -
"Quae pertinent ad fidem quam paucissimis articulis
absolvantur . " Show them that Christ's yoke is easy,
that we are shepherds and not robbers, and do not mean
to oppress them. Send them messengers such as these
instead of making war, and then we may effect some good.
But, oh I what an age we live in. i»hen were morals more
corrupt? ritual and ceremony walking hand in hand
witn vice, and wretched mortals caring only to fill their
purses, Christ cannot even be taught among Christians.
The cry is only for pardons, dispensations, and in-
dulgences, and the trade goes on in the name of popes
and princes, and even of uhrist Himself. Ask a question
of tne scholastic divines and the casuists, and you are
told of qualifications or equivocations and such like.
Wot one of them will say to you. Do this and leave that.
They ought to show their faith in their works, and

convert Turks by the beauty of their lives,"
A wise man could take no sides in an issue like
this. Joward the close of his letter we hear the cry
which has echoed through the ages surely civil-
ization, mankind is mature enough now to work for per-
manent peace by aiding other nations as brothers to
higher development, to greater spiritual power, to in-
creased prosperity.
The entire ecclesiastical system trembled under
the force of Luther's denunciations--first at indul-
gences, then pardons, excommunications, dispensations,
absolutions, the confessional. The clergy was no longer
held by tne masses in exalted esteem, no longer con-
sidered the elect servants of Jod's V/ill ; they were but
as other men. Civil war threatened; 3^'ope Leo ordered
that Luther be seized and sent as prisoner to Kome. In
1520 iilrasmus wrote to Oeorge Spalatin:-
'•"'May Christ direct Luther's actions to Good's
glory, and confound those who are seeking their own in-
terests. In Luther's enemies I perceive more of the
spirit of this world than of the Spirit of >od, I wish
Luther himself would be quiet for a while. He injures
learning, and does himself no good, while morals and
manners grow worse and worse. .Vhat he says may be true,
but there are times and seasons, x'ruth need not always
J,A.Froude - "Life and Letters of Erasmus"
II
be proclaimed on the housetop,'*
Erasmus, a constructive genius, when questioned as
to what the authority of the Church really was and in
what way it could be best dealt with, replied in letter
have always observed my allegiance to the
Church, but I distinguish between the Church's decrees;
some are canons of councils, some are papal rescripts,
some decisions of particular bishoris, some like pleb-
iscites, some temporary and liable to recall. When
the present storm began I thought it would be enough to
change a few constitutions. But corruption under the
name of religion has gone so far as almost to extin-
guish the Christian faith. Neither party will yield.
Many cry for coercion; such a method might succeed for
a time, but if it succeeded permanently there would
still be numerous and uneasy consciences. 1 do not
say I am neutral; I mean that I am not bound to either
side. The question is not of opinions, but of morals
and character, and these are worst among the loudest
of the Church's champions. Church autnority, however,
may be preserved with a few/ alterations. i would give
the cup to the laity. I would not have priests marry
or monks abandon their vows without their bishop's
consent. Joys and girls, nowever, who have been
tempted into religious nouses ought to be set free, as
T.A.Froude - "Life and Letters of liirasmus"
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having been taken in by fraud. It would be well if
priests and monks could be chaste; but the afre is
corrupt, and of the two evils v/e must choose the less
er. Jhe license of which you complain has found no
encouragement from me; I have checked it always when
I could. You are afraid of Paganism; my fear is of
Judaism, which I see everywhere. Anyway, you may
assure tne emperor that from me he nas nothing to
fear," (Letter to Charles \l)
Martin Luther, }^irasraus of Rotterdam - the con-
temporaries of a scientist and naturalist, who, poss-
essing the fearless, dynamic energy of the former and
the tolerant, yet keen judgment of the latter, was to
battle unrelentingly against ignorance and superstition
and oe pilloried as a quack, an imposter, a braggart
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Philosophic Thought — (Revival of rjeo-i'latonism)
Due to the work of the philosopher, uornelius
Agrippa of i^ettesheim, (born 1486) the middle ages
marked the revival of x^eo-jelatonism, that philosophy
which Agrippa developed from the teachings of the third-
century philosophers, Ammonius aaccas and his pupil,
rlotinus. Plotinus, in his '^Principle of i'rinciples"
,
tiaught that CjOd is the foundation of all things, that
He is immortal and omnipresent, pure light; that matter
and form are hut illusions, shadows of the soul, (iod
is the basis of all thought; mind is his image; soul
is the product of mind's action and produces other
actions, such as faith, aspiration, reverence, which
are on a higher plane than those actions producing
speculation, reasoning and sophictry, wnich join the
lovjer activities of mere physical liie. All form,
living or not, has soul; soul forms all matter. In
all is divine life, m the mind there is neither time
nor space; instead, it is the realm of the Spirit, in
which rules the Over-Soul and those souls, which possessed
of power to think, tend to either the higher or to the
lower activities and change accordingly. The souls at-
tending to the higher become spiritualized. Knowledge
is necessary for attainment, for only the illuminated
mind sees the nighest and thereby becomes united with the
One.

Zo this teaching Porphyry added the tenet that the
universal soul, being one with the Supreme spirit, may,
through the power of the Supreme Spirit, discover and
produce anything, while the individual soul, when
purified and freed from the body, may accomplish the
same.
Agrippa's development of i^eo-Platonism stated the
theory of the i.iacrocosm, the great world or Cosmos, and
the iviicrocosm, the little world, or man. I'ne true image
of iod is the logos , the word, which is wisdom, life,
light, truth. The spiritual power residing in man's
soul enables him to attract, influence, and change things,
This power, if correctly used, may radiate healing and
be divine, but if abused b^v being used for unworthy ends,
it becomes diabolic.
IJeo-Platonism
,
developed to this point, was to form
the basis of ^'^aracelsus ' own philosopny termed the
"Paracelsus 'Jheory of Life.'*
Ii
•
Chapter il - Biographical Sketch of Paracelsus
Ancestry and Environment
P^rom the records set fortn by uarl Sudhoff in his
"Xritik der nichtheit der Paraceisisohen Schriften"
(Berlin 18^9) one learns that in 1270 a soldier known
as Gonrad i3ombast von aohenheim, a feudal tenant of
the count of VlfUrttemburg, collected tithes from
Plieningen and one -naif of the revenue of Ober-Esslingen
these rights continuing into the fifteenth century.
In 145£ the feudal tenancy and rights were purchased by
the 3pa.t family, and a lady of that family married a
descendant of the riohenheim' s , the knight , v/ilhelm von
Hohenneim. Wilhelm had joined the Count Ulrich von
Wurttemberg against the Count ^^'alatine H^riedrich in
1461; while in 1492, with his brother ieorge, V/ilhelm
made an expedition to Landshut under Count liberhard of
i/Yurttemberg, 'ieorge von Hohenheira, having made an
expedition into the Holy Land, later held nigh rank in
the Order of the ilnights of St. John. His nephew,
Doctor V/ilhelm. jjombast von Hohenheim, a young man who,
due to the declining fortunes of his family, had pre-
pared for a professional career, v/as , in 1481, summoned
from Suabia by Conrad of iiohenrechberg to the valley of
Kinsiedeln, Sv;itzerland , v;here he wixS to act as town-
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physician and have charge of the pilgrim-hospital, Tn
14r9£i, at the age of thirty-four. Dr. V/ilhelm married
the matron of the pil^^rim hospital, the daughter of a
long-establisned Sinsiedler family called Ocnsener. A
year later on November 10, 14'^^, they "oecame tne parents
of Paracelsus.
I>r. //ilhelm christened nis son ''Theopnrastus"
(reflection of CJod) in honor of the C^reek follo¥/er of
Aristotle, Tneopnras tus 'Jyrtamos of •-'^resus, a physician,
botanist, and mineralogist. "Aureolus" was the name
later given tne son by his admirers; there is no stated
authority for the name of ^Philip" which is, in some
records, prefixed to his name. ./hile tne name
'^Paracelsus" may have been given to the boy by nis father
in the belief that his son would be greater than tne
physician, Celsus, who lived at the time of the 3mperor
Augustus, it seems more reasonable to conclude that
Theophrastus latiniz@d his name "Hohenneira" as was the
custom at that time. This translation of nis name is
approved of by Dr. 3udhoff.
From the very beginning '"'aracelsus lived a simple
life, for tne meagre income of his father was often
drawn upon to m.eet the needs of poorer people in
?Unsiedeln.
../e may read "^araceisus' own words in a
crief reference to nis cnildhood:
i•
15.
*"Das ich yn grosser armuth erzogn unnd auff^e-
waciissen bin, dz meines vermugens nit gev;essen, meinera
gefallen nacn zu nandeln"' "micli hat gross gepeiniget.
der pi'lug meiner nahrunn'.
. .der mir ein creutz gev/esen."
Education
Always a delicte chila, Paracelsus became, never-
theless, the constant companion of his quiet, scholarly
fatner v/no was his son's first instructor in Latin,
occultism, botany, alchemy, herbal medicine, surgery,
and religious history. Dr. Wilhelm' s library con-
tained copies of valuable manuscripts compiling the
knowledge of the time in medicine, cnemistry, astrology.
Together the two studied tne flora of ;']insideln and
from the very start, ^"aracelsus learned the value of
knowledge gleaned from the book of naturej for the rich
valley of the 3inl, the banks of the brooks winding
through forests to Lake Zurich, the hills reaching into
the Mythen mountains bindine: the north of ICinsiedeln
aoounded witxi neibs which 'Jheophrastus and his latner
studied as they went together on tne doctor's pro-
fessional rounds. In addition to his father's instruc-
tion, tne boy studied diligently a catalogue of tne
flora of r^insideln by Father Ilartin Zander, publisned
by I.Iessrs. Benziger. At this time tne practice of
alchemy included tne concocting of nerbal medicines
"'Sudhoff 's ^Tritik der Echtheit der ^ar. Tciriften"
m
(practiced by monks and nuns as well as physicians)
wiaich w/ere at txiis time oeginning to take place of tne
strange mineral and animal brews administered with in-
cantations, holy water and the strict exclusion of
fresh air. *History shows that the first ?luropean
pharmacopoeia was establisned in I^uremberg in lb4E,
although pharmacy had thrived for over two thousand
years in China, iigypt
,
Judea, and jreece. 3ven in
Dr. V/ilhelm' s time herbal medicines were so in-
accurately compounded and administered that patients
died from the medicine given them rather than from the
disease which had first broupnt on their sufferings.
xhere v;as no positix^e scienco . All teaching in the
universities and monasteries was based on ancient
dogma which nad been copied Vi^ith many inaccuracies from
tne (}reek and r:oman pnysicians; errors had multiplied
as translations were made from C>reek to Latin, Latin to
Arabic, and from Arabic oack into mediaeval Latin.
In Yillach in Karinthia tne famous Fuggers of
Augsburg operated the lead mines at Bleiburg. Tn
150E, because of the doctor's proficiency in chemistry,
they appointed Lr. V/ilnelm to tne position of tuwn
physician, a post which he ueld for thirty-two years.
Tne Kohenheim's lived in the "Haupt "^latz", number ld>
in Villacn. 'fheophrastus attended the Jergschule
^atOQdarc "Life of Paracelsus"
All references to records mace by Sudhoff
t
17.
where training w,'i,s given in the analysis of tne metals
and ores discovered in tne near-oy mines. It Vi/as at
this time and in his father's laboratory that the ooy
discovered the fascination of experiment.
'//hen tne ooy was sent for higher scnolastic in-
struction to the famous Benedictine school, 3t.
Andrevi/' s 'Monastery, he came in contact v/ith an excell-
ent teacher, Bisnop !^rhart, who worked in the ^u^Tprer
alcnemical laboratory. ^Concerning the sources of
his education, we have "^aracelsus* own words in his
"Chirurgiscnen Buchern und Pchrifften" (Strassburg
1618) in the section entitled "Von der grosaen
Wundartzney" page 101-lOci:
"Von Zindheit auif habe icn die din*? getriben
und von gut en Underrichtern gelernet die in der
Adepta -hiloaophia die ergrundesten waren una den
Kunsten raachtiff nacngrundete . "^.rstlich VVilhelmus von
Honenneim, meinera Vatter, der mich nie verlassen nat.
Demnach und mit sampt ihm ein grosse Zal , die nit wol
zu nennen ist, mit sampt vilerley (Jeschrifften der
Alten und dor Newen, von erlichen herkommen, die sicn
If
gross gemuhet habend: Als Bischoff Scheyt von
Stettgach, Bischoff Erhart und Vorfahren von Lavantall
,
3ischa£f Nicolaus von Yppon, Bischoff I.Tatthaeus Scnacht,
Suffraganeus Phrysingen. Und vil Ept, als von Spanheim,
-•-ur. j^'ranz atrunz, "Theophrastus i^ar. Leben u. Personlichkei t"
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und dergleicnen menr, urid vil imder den anaern Doctorn
uiid dergleicnen. Auch so ist ein grosse lilrfarnuss be-
schehen, und ein lange zeit ner, durch vil Alcniraisten,
•»
die in solchen Kunsten gesucnet iiaben, als nemlicii der
Kdel iind Vest Sigmund ^'uger von Schwatz mit sampt einer
anzal seiner gehaltenen laboranten."
^.lany years later Paracelsus wrote in his
"Ciaroniole of Karinthia" concerning the wonderful lead-
ore which provided Germany, Pannonia, Turkey, and Italy
with lead; wrote of the iron-ore "full of specially Tine
steel and mucn alum ore, also vitriol ore of strong de-
gree" found at Hutenberg, of "gold-ore at 3t. Paternion;
also zinc ore, a very rare metal not found elsewhere in
Europe ". He wrote: "the mountains of Earinthia are
like a strong box wnich, when opened with a key, reveals
great treasure."o
Influence of Johann Tritnomius
In 1510 Paracelsus, already naving had surgical ex-
perience in helping his father, eager to have the doors
of science open wider to him, entered the University of
Basel. Almost at once ne realized tne futility of tne
pedantic teacning there. Students came to study Latin
and 3-reek, to copy ancient recipes from pompous doctors
arrayed in formal and elaborate gowns, making learned
gestures with heavily .jeweled hands. -^fter having
'Stoadard, "Life of Paradelsus"
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absorbed all tne prescribed lectures, tnese mental
sijonges - without any practical experience whatsoever
- received doctors' degrees and joined that fraternity
which made firm compact betv^een the doctors and phar-
macists (as tney were called), thereby succeeding? in
actual extortion upon their suffering victims.
Tneophrastus
,
believing from the very first that God
had appointed him to be a nealer, viewed tnis crass
materialism with repugnance, perceived the emptiness
of the euphulstic jargoning.
Paracelsus had read, nowever, an account of a
remarkable scholar, a historian, physician, occultist,
chemist, (versed also in art and poetr.y), Johannes
Heidenberg, called after nis birthplace, Trithemius.
At tne age of twenty -one Trithemius had been made
Abbot of Sponheim, transferred in 1596 to the mon-
astery of 3t. Jacob near '/urzburg. J. Silbernagel,
German biograr^her, stresses more the versatility of
the Abbot then his profundity. He writes: '"Trithemius
war kein tiefer Denker, kein spekulativer irorif, aber
ein vielseitig gebildeter, vielv^issonder Geist. Seine
Wissenscnaft war eine Prucht seiner ausgebildeten
Kenntnisse in den verscnieden Zweigen der literatur, .
die er sich durcn sein unermudliches "Porschen in den
Klosteroiblioteken erworben hatte, und welche ihn
^Strunz: "Leben u, Personlichkeit des Paracelsus"
rJ.
^o,
in den Stand setzten, in alien "Pragen Aufschluss zu
geben.
"
To this learned man came scholars wno haa proven
tnemselves wortn^' of being permittor' to enter the lab-
oratory' where those experiments, deemed mystical and
dangerous by the prejudiced ignorant, v;ere made.
Trithemius nad made experiments in magnetism anc tel-
epathy, was able to read tnougnts of others at a dis-
tance* through the means of a cryptic language, (a
veritable snortnand system, valuable in this age when
cancealment of imowledge was often necessary and ad-
visable), he interpreted the prophetic and mystical
portions of the Bible and of cabalistic writings.
It was through the study of the Bible tnat I'ritheraius
produced a life-long influence UL-on "i^aracelsus
,
who.
Upon leaving Basel, came to study under him at
Wiirzburg. Paracelsus studied occultism with Tritheraius,
for that science as well as astrology was considered
indispensable in a doctor* s preparation. Again the
discerning mind of Theophras tus saw the existing evils
of tne perverted use of occultism and , Necromancy as \
practiced by unscrupulous physicians. He believed in
the efficacy of "magic'*, which ne defined as *wisdom,
the conscious employment of spiritual powers to pro-
duce visible effects tne nighost power of tne
''^itOGdard - ^ife of Paracelsus"
rr
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hiiman spirit to control all lowor influences for the
purpose of good, not Rorcer^', when it v;as eyercised fo
tiie sole purpose of nealirig others never for per-
sonal profit.
It was wnile studj'ing under Iritnemius that
Paracelsus* purpose became absolutely clear within ziim
Tne devoutly reli^Tiovts enviroiirnent of nis youtn, tne
deep spiritual significance v;nicn tne Scrif-'tures i.eld
for nirn as ne s:tudiec tnem Vi/ith Uie Abbot, nis ac-
quaintance with tne lleo-^latonic tneory wnicn became
a basic element in nis spiritual pnilosopny, all tnis
led LiXTu into a contenu-t for a world of materialism,
leo nim to see.: union with Jod, v.;no
,
present in all
tnings, would, through uni-^n, enable man 1:0 unaei stand
tne mysteries of tue hidden arcana of nature, to see
clearly and discerningly good and evil and to remain
steadfast despite the bewildering dust-storms of
opinion raised by warring doctrinarians, !!ystic,
ascetic he had become, but it was not a passive
mysticism binding an entire life in meditation, but
an active purpose wnich stirred the young man to
pledge himself to tne seeiting of wi;-!dom tnrougn
acceptea poverty, asceticism and gratuitous service
—
he intended to follow the Tivine Plealor. In this
Paracelsus entered upon a life-long battle with aim-
r
self aii well as witn 1:1103 e who thvarted his mission, for
although the little man *"carriod his e:reat prifts in a
frail vessel", the same tremendous source of energy
enabling him to work almost continuously at a high
pitch became at times an erupt ins: volcano of de-
nunciating passion directed against his bigoted, self-
isn, envious foos--a passion, whicn, when verbally si--
lenced, found vent in vitriolic writings. 'Jhougn many
times inwardly torn, suffering from the many humiliations
heaped upon him, Paracelsus never ceased nis stru^rgles,
never doubted nimself or his purpose.
**7ravels_
Der, die IJatur durchforschen y</ill
,
der muss mit den ?iissen ihre Bticner
tretten. Die lescnrifft wirdt erforschet
durcn ihre Bucnstaben, die Natur aber durcn
Land zu Land, als oi'ft ein Land als offt
ein 31at. Also ist Codex Ilaturae
,
also
muss man ihre Blatter mnbkehren
t"^*Paracelsus : Lefensiunes
From the laboratory of Tritnemius, Paracelsus en-
tered that of the wealthy alcnemist, -.igismimd ^u~ger
at ?.onwatz in ?yrol , vmere for ten months he woriied
upon tne identification of minerals, collecting at
the same time material for his later book on "Diseases
of Lliners". His ne:^:t move proved to be the beginning
of his travels. ./nile he nad oeen disillusionec in
'^Stoddarc "Life of ^ar^Celsus"
^'^Dr. Hartmann "T. v.Honenneim" - itinerary statistics
^'^'^Franz f;trunz, "Theophras tus "^ar.
,
Leben und ;^ersonlicnkei

the teaching: a.": '^j.e ^^iiivero i t^^ at Basel, ne still had
faitn tnat in some university he v^ould find nonesjt
seekers i'or, arid disuonsers of, scientific truth. The
old universities in Vienna, Colofrne and ^aris '.vere
visited, but everywhere vvere taught the ancient tneories
of 'Talen, while the minds oi imivcrsity faculties were
as 'v.ater-tir^ht compartments in regard to any departures
from classical '..rocedure, particularly tov/ard the
vulgarity of scientific experiment and research. It was
in rebellion against traditional metnoos as v/ell as in
answer to his desire of gaining wide experience that
Paracelsus continued his travels. ?rom I.Iontpelier in
France, a strongnold of (Galenic theories, ne passed to
Italy, visiting Bologna, Padua, Ferrara, Salerno;
travelled to Iranada , to Lisbon, sailed from Lisbon
to England, vmere he visited Oxford. Shortly after
his arrival in i:]ngland, news of war in the !Tether-
lands was announced, nevjs wnich heralded tne oppor-
tunity of practical experience to Paracelsus, wno en-
listed his services as bar oer-surgeon to the Dutch army.
This army work enlarged nis oinowledgo on wound -surgery
,
which increased tnrougn additional war experience when,
in 1513, ne accepted tne post of army -surgeon in
Stocknolm, v/nere ne learned much from the self-healing
metnods used by tne Lanisn and Swec.isn people. "Tne

^4.
siclc," said ne , "are trie doctor's books." Again ne
visited mines, tnis time in Sweden and DeiLmark, tnen re-
sumed nio travels tnrjugii Brandenburg to "f^russia; to
Bohemia, i.Ioravia, Litnuania, and Toland ; tnen to
7/allaoiiia, [Transylvania, Garni ola, Croatia, ^;alnatia,
along the coast to ^iume. lii all tnese places ne was
blessed in tne prayers of tne poor Vi'no were xiealed by
him, v/elco:aod by students who gatnered about him
listening to his analyses, but vvnerever renovai v;as
gained by his cures, the hatred and jealousy of
physicians was aroused, at times so intensely indeed,
tnat he nad to nasten from numerous tov/ns in order tnat
nis life might iiot oe ta^.en.
A trip across the Adriatic Sea brousrht nim to Venice
where, again as army surgeon, he nerved iu tne Venetian
vvars arainst Gnarles 7., against '-luleiman TT. the
Magnificent. These episodes led to the most significant
phase of nis travel-life, his trip throiisrn the Balkan
Peninsula resulting in valuable ex})eriences amons: tne
Turks and Cossacks, "^As prisoner of tne Tartars
Paracelsus was ta^ien to Ino^ia to tne IChan, wnose son
he nealed of an illiiess, tnen later accompanied to
Gonstaijt inople in I'oZl wnere Paracelsus was awarded
tne Philosopher's Stone. r^aprcr for knowledge from
any source, ne learned from the Saracens and Turks
'^m, JULIUS HAH-LIAIIII - "life of •^-aiac'elsus'*
#
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(in addition to some positive science) of their saint-
and
lore/learned from .Jewish physicians and astrologers the
secrets of the mysterious and feared Kabbala. While
Paracelsus had turned from the evil practices of necro-
mancers, he learned to reverence, while here in the East,
the invisible healing powers and insight that may be
gained by a seeker after truth, those powers which he
determined to utilize in experimental research, in his
healing of men. In his later writings there is clearly
revealed the influence of the East in his statements
concerning the astral body, the "elementals" (spirits
of nature), doctrines which were unknown in the West
at that time, and which, according to Dr. Julius nartmann,
correspond with the information given in "Ssoteric
Buddhism" and other writings concerning Eastern Adepts.
After ten years of traveling—all the time practicing,
teaching, learning all he could from high and low, from
gypsies, princes, barbers, Jews, fortune-tellers, midwives
,
—Paracelsus returned to (iermany at the age of thirty-two,
an experienced surgeon and distinguished physician, filled
with an exultant enthusiasm for practice, with an eager-
ness for teaching all that life and observant travel had
revealed to him.
Hartmani: "Life of Paracelsus"

Paracelsus in his Youth
"Bins andern JCneaht soli niemand seyn
Der fur sich bleyben kann allein"
(CJopy from a siietch by Wenzel Hollar)
c
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Teaohings of Paracelsus
At Basel - 1527
tf
*"Nun mercken, das IrOtt den artzt under alien Kunsten
und Pacultaten der Menschen am liebsten hatt, befihlet und
^ebeutt. So nun der Arzt von 'Jott dermassen furgenommen
und gesetzt ist, so muss er kein Larvenmann sein, kein
alts 'Weib, kein Liigner, kein Leichtfertiger , sondernein
Warhafftiger Mann muss er sein. Dann als wenig Grott den
falschen ±'ropheten, Discipul und Junger lest, also wenig
lest er diesen Artzten die Kunst der Arzney." ( Paragranum
,
Volume I, pasre 2E6)
Before a crowded lecture hall, in front of a table
bearing a crucible and retorts to be used for chemical
illustrations, a small, bent figure, clad in a plain
grey damask gown, somewhat stained witn tinctures
,
- a
man witn the broad brow and wide radiant eyes of a visionary,
yet with the firmly formed chin and decisive mouth of a
man of action, is speaking in simple, homely, but
vigorous Uerraan, It is a curious erowd—composed of
students, townspeople, apothecaries, and a group of richly-
clad doctors, who, leaning on tneir red poles, from
time to time shrug their shoulders derisively and with
scornful smiles nod at each other, iiiveryone is eager
for the wonder-doctor to display his magic; this man,
who, a year ago, through his mysteriously effective
*Bartscherer - "Paracelsus u, ijoethe's Paust"
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power cured tne injured foot of trie printer and book-
seller, Frobenius, favored friend of Erasmus. It was
through tne influence of Erasmus that tne mas-istrates
deciced to apioint Dr. Tneopnrastus von Honenheim to
tne important post of town pnysician, wnicih included
a lectureship on medicine in tne University as well
as the superintendence of the town apotiiecaries
.
And tnis man{ daring to set forth nis ovm experiments
and experiences) lecturer in "l-ermaM; Knew ne no
Latin? It v/as enou3:h that I.utner's congregation
sang ^erman songs, listened to ll-ermsn sermons, but
lectures were to retain their classical dignity.
Then, too, his absurd definition of a doctor 1 7as
one to forego all .joys in life, .join tne "poverello
of Assisi'^? '//nat insane raaicalism livins-, pro-
gressive science--peTsonal research into nature--
infinitf; possibilities Aha I blaspnemy from the
very start --lal en anc /iVicenria da-Tined by this pre-
sumrjtuous, academic iiniovator. Tnis "Waloesel from
3insiedeln" prattling about book-doctors, foul oroths
ne snail not last long here.
During the first few montns of teacxiing, students
flocked to nis lecture room in no pes tnat Paracelsus
wouIg. _eveal t.ne long-so '::iit-for alchemical secret
of transmuting metals into H:old. It nad been oelieved
II
since ancient times that tne esoence of all motals v;as
pure sole', that ne v;ho know how to remove tne irripi^ri ties
compounded with tnat essence of rirrity v/ould be master
of the desired acnievernent . Host of nis stuneiit^',
iniiriature and luxury-lovin^;- ,were appalled by the arduous,
unconifortable life tney faced ii tney Vi/ere to follow
their teacher's plan, for Paracelsus told tnem that
neither degrees, nor fooks made physicians, only much
toil in acquiring the iviiowledge of things tneinselves
,
in studying: actual sic/.nesses, their causes, symT^tom.s,
remedies. 'Te , their teaoner, v/as vvillin>j: to siiare all
his experience witn tnem, v;ould take nis advanced
students with him wnen ne visited tne sick so tnat they
'
might watcn his diap-nosis, learn from nis treatment.
He would lead tnem into nature's apothec .ry snops
the fields and forests and there teach them herbal
sciei'ice.
"^'^I wisii you to learn," ne v/oliIc ur^e, "so taat if
your neiriiooT requires yor<r hel'
,
you will know now to
give it, not to stop up your nose, liie tne scribe, the
priest, and Levite, from v^hom tnere w^-s not nel to be
got, but to be like the :^ood Samaritan, ivno was tne man
experienced in nature, witn vvnom lay imowleoi^-e and help.
There is no one from whom greater love is sougnt then
from tne o.octor."
*3toddard ^Life of Paradelsus"
r
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Paracelsus, teaching as he hM.d learned, revealing
his researches into nature which he had carefully-
verified through continued testing, faced a student
body acGUS tomed--as the majority of student bodies of
all times—to take notes with a blind belief in theory.
Nevertheless, he refused to retrogress to the doctrines
of the ancients.
*0n June 5, 1527, with an invitation to all who
wished to hear, he posted the following programme of
his lectures, which began with stating that the art of
healing was a gift of GrOd to man, that there existed a
great need of developing it,
I. Concerning the degrees and components of recipes
and of natural substances,
II, Concerning diagnosis by pulse and face, and
other symptoms.
III. Concerning disease arising out of acidity,
IV. Concerning diseases of the skin,
V. Concerning open wounds received in war,
VI, Surgical lectures on woulids received in war,
VII. Concerning pharmacy.
VIII, Concerning blood-letting,
IX. Concerning the preparation of medicines.
l^he enraged apothecaries, whose allegiance to
r
tiie doctors enablin:r tnem to chare:e exorbitant rates for
tneir stale dru;T3 ha ' been exro^'ed by 'aracclaus, tne
indirvnant jootors vv;:o reared trie many oures performec by
tnis man, the oarbers anci alcnemists all came to jeer
at tne lua^jter vvno "ade rnediciiies 1]. his o'wn lab-
oratory, wno "used a strange dru^T wuicn ne called
"laodamiffi" ( opiu.-rJ , rna.'e poi^ions from suci. unneard of
materials as "ajitinoiy " , "'mercur;/' , "arsenic", zinc",
"sulpnur"
,
Believing tnat a leaaer amon;? men must stana aloiie
in order to accomplian anytnincr, even thju,->h tnat very
alonexiess appear arrogant to tnose oelow uim, ^arace^sus
proceeded calmly to cOiTirnand in a letter that there oe
inspection of all apothecary sno os , a cncch upon all
recipes, and a ri'-:ea rate for meoicines.
On ''Sanct Johannia ?est" (^«^east of -Jt. Joan),
coining two v;ee.:.s after tne o.:.eni;.ig nis lectures, the
students celebratea in part v.itxi a hu?"e bonfire in front
of tne 'jnivcrsity. Tne appearance of tne dynamic, little
doctor, aiv^ays causing S'eculativc e- citenient , was
mani.oldl^v mure orar/.atic ti.at nit^:nt as he appeared in
tne red gxo'. of upward cartinfT flames, nis e.yes blazin?
e::ul tantly , wnile nis outstretcned nana lieic. tne v/ell-
knov.n Canon of Aviconj'a, wnich uo flunr into tne flames,
saying: "^"In's Sanct Jonannis lewer gev^urffen, auff
"^Dr. l;"ranz itrunz "T.v. Hohenne im, T eoen u. "^ersonl icnhei t"
r1-
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dass alles ungluck mit dem Ranch inn Liifft gangj"
**It vjas a symbolical act recalling Roger Bacon's state-
ment - that he wisnea he could burn all the worKS of the
Stagyrite philosopher, Aristotle, recalling Luther's
ciiall enge wiien ne ourned the papal 3ull and Statutes by
the iilster Ztxte of ./lirtemberg.
Paracelsus with tne poorer students v/nom he tooiL in-
to his own house and. trained as secretaries, teaching
them all he knev^ and paying their living expenses, worked
indeiatigably on his lectures. L!any of his pupils
follov\/ed hira in hooes of surprising some secrets out of
nim, yet others became nighly-trained research men.
Jonamies lierbst, called Oporinus, his famulus and
secretary, later a professor of G-reek, a successful
publisner, printer and bookseller at Basel, jealous of
his master's reticence and bribed by his enemies, spread
abroad scurrilous reports--tixe one accusing nis master
of nabitual drunkenness receivea the greatest public-
ation.
The crusade against Paracelsus began in earnest.
Unfortunately at this time ^robenius , whoye lameness
Paracelsus nad cured, died, and the malie:nant aoctors
of Basel attriouted his untimely death to the wonder-
doctor's slow-workinf?, poisonous tinctures. Epithets
were nurled back and forth. The injustice of tuese
T
attacks maae Paraoelsus swift to retaliate with retorts
that, stinging; with truth, scorched his opponents,
*Calling the doctors "a misbegotten crow of approved
asses," the apotnecar ies , "scullions" of "foul broths",
he made the statement, "The doctors take more trouole lo
screen tneir m.ovements trian to maintain v/hat concerns
the sick, and the apotnecar ies cheat tue people with
tneir exorbitant prices and demand a gulden for messes
not worth a penny."
The acme of abuses hurled at Paracelsus was reached
one Sunday morning wnen tne follovving lampoon, written
in Latin, was affixes to the doors of tne Cathedral,
tne churcnes of St. I'artin and 3t. Peter as v;ell as on
tnat of the lixcnange:
'*'*Manes Gl-aleni adversus TheophrastiLm, sed potius
Cacopnrastum.
Auai qui nostrae laedis i raeconia faniac
,
2t tibi sum rnetor, sum modo mentis inops,
Et cicor nullas ' tenuisse I.Iachao^ii s artes
,
Si tenui
,
expertas abstinuisse rnanus.
Quis feret ha^c? viles quod nunquam novimus herbas
Allia nec cepas; novimus helleborum,
Helleborum cuius capiti male gramina ssino
Mitto, simul totas irnprecor anticyras.
Quid tua sint fateor spagyrica sompnia, Vapoa,
llescio, quid sit ares, quidve sit yliadus,
Quidve sit ICssatiLm et sacrum inviolabile Taphneus
,
Et tuus Archaeus , conditor omniirenus
.
Tot nec tanta tulit portentosa Africa monstra,
3t mecum rabida prelia voce geris?
Si iuvat infestis mecum concurrere telis.
Cur Vendelino turpia terga aabas?
'^Stoddard "Life of Par .
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Disperea:n si tu Hippocrati portare matellam
"Di.^cniis es, aut poroos pasoere, Vappa, raeos.
?uiri te furtivis iactas cornioula pennis?
3ed tua habet falsas gloria parva moras,
Quid legeres? stupido deerant aliena palato
Verba et Jz'urtivura destituebat opus.
Quid faceres deinenn, palam intus et in cute notus
C or il ium lanueo nectere colla fnit,
3ed vivamus, ait, nostriun rautemus asylum,
Impostura nooet, sed nova techna subit,
lamque novas IIACHO cur non facieiiius Atiienas?
IJondum auditorium rustica turba sapit.
Plura vetaut Stygiae me tecum dicere leges,
Decoquat naeo interim, lector amice vale I
Ex infer is.
*The Shade of G-alen Af?ainst l''heoph.rastus , or
Rather Cacophrastus
Hear, thou who does soil tne glorious renown of my name.
k talKer to tnee, an idiot am I, in good sooth?
Thou sayest of I.Tachaon's art I nold not the feeblest
experience
,
Or having it failed in practice expert to employ it.
Unbearable I have I not known tne commonest simples?
Onions and garlic and hellebore, well do I know. tnem.
Hellebore I send unto thee, a cure for brains tnat are
addled
;
I send it as well as all others which benefit fools and
and the witless I
True 'tis I linow not thy mad alche.-.iical vapourings
,
I know not wnat "Ares" may be, not what "Yliadus",
Know not thy tinctures, thy liquors divine of "Taphneus"
Nor '*Archeus", thy spirit preserver of everythins? living
in all things.
All Africa bears not so many portentous creations.
And yet, thou nonsensical fool, thou contendest in
parley with me
i
Art thou itching to measure with mine thy weapons in
wrath,
Tnou wxio answeredst nothing to V/endolin's well -reasoned
word?
I doubt me if thou art worthy to carry Hippocrates'
wash-pot
Or even art fit to give food to my swine or to nerd tnem.
Hast thou made thyself pinions tnat fell from tne wings
of a crov;'!'
II
m
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Thy glory is false and abides scarce a moment in view.
Hast thou read? Thou shalt lose what in cunning of speech
thou hast won
And thy works of deceit will bring thee to poverty's pain.
What wilt do, thou insane, when within and v;ithout thou
art known?
GrOOd counsel it were to hang thyself up by the neck.
"Let us live," doth he say, "we can always change our
abode
;
If imposture avail not, some other adventure i plan:
What if a second Athenas, a universe new i proclaim?
Not one of the audience i speak to can so much as guess
what imean."
The Stygian law here forbids me to speak with thee
further today.
ijinough for tnee now to digest! Header and friend, fare
thee welli
Out of nell.
The obvious fact that the author of "Das Spottgedicht"
was one skilled in Latin, one acquainted with riohenheim's
teaching and, in all probability, a member of the medical
faculty made the little doctor's spirit blaze with right-
eous fury as he was forced to realize that his pearls had,
indeed, been cast before swine, while his honest efforts
toward liberating the kernel of science from its shell
of ancient superstition was futile before such a Chinese
Y/all of stubbornly ignorant opposition, i^aracelsus
never turned the other cheek, so this time he addressed
to tne Town uouncil an indignant, forceful demand for
cessation of such slanders, v^ith the irony of a arutus
he continually addressed the gentlemen as "edle, strenge,
ehrsame, weise nerren," demanded tnat these noble, strict,
honorable, wise gentlemen, who had the proper authority.
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should investigate by summoning and trying all those who
attended his lectures, then punish the calumniator.
Mis days in Basel were numbered—then most abruptly
concluded through the affair with uanon iiiechtenfels.
The canon had been suffering for a long time from
dysentery, which the hocus-pocus incantations of his
doctors failed to remedy, not until death seemed in-
evitable did tne religious man consent to send for
Paracelsus, tne doctor befriended by the supporters of
Luther. After Paracelsus had cured his patient within
three days, the promised fee of one hundred gulden was
refused nira; instead, six gulden were pressed into his
hand to cover the estimated cost of the medicine, and
the door of the uanon' s home was closed in his face,
'//hen Paracelsus' appeal for justice to the magistrates
of Basel was denied, the long-suffering man could re-
strain himself no longer. The poor he had always
healed gladly without thought of fee, but from a rich
man, refusal to pay the promised due was too much.
Paracelsus' frankly expressed opinion of the mentality
and abilities of the judges gave them their lon^-
desired weapon against him--they accused him of libel,
ordered that Paracelsus be seized, outlawed and exiled
to an island on Lake Lucerne. Warned by his friends,
Paracelsus fled during the night to Alsace.
r
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Again began a life of continual wandering, of con-
stant work, constant writing, as the determined doctor
fought to carry on despite the continual denunciations
and accusations which buzzed about him everywhere, tie
journeyed to uolmar in 1528, then to Ksslingen; to
lJuremberg in 1529, where he answered the charges of the
City Council by curing reputed "incurable" cases of
elephantiasis; during the latter half of that year he
worked for a brief period in i^idrdlingen, Munich, Kegens-
burg, Amberg, and Meran. A£ colporteur, evangelist,
itinerary physician I'aracelsus wandered from village to
village. MUch of his writing was done in at. fallen
and ^urich, while records indicate that he healed the
sick in Moravia, K.roraau, K.arinthia, i$.arniola, at. veit,
Augsburg, Munich, in the country surrounding villaoh,
then in uratz in Austrian ailesia, afterwards in
Breslau and in Vienna. i?'inally, in 1541, he received
a cordial invitation from authorities at Salzburg,
Prematurely agea, suffering from ill-health resulting
from his over-strenuous life and, as it has been
surmised, from a slow poisoning process wnich continual
laboratory investigations of dangerous substances caused,
Paracelsus was grateful for the friendly reception in
Salzburg, iie did not allov»^ his shattered health to
interfere with his work during those first peaceful
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months, tiowever, in that same year, on aeptember 24,
*after a very short illness the lonely man died in "das
tiasthaus zum weissen rcoss". Three days before his death
he had completed his testament in which one reads,
**"allen anderen seinen nachgelassnen haab unnd Griitern
Instituirt, setzt und benennt iir in gemain zu seinen
lirben. Arm. El end durfftig Leuth " nis firm
belief in immortality and in the goo6_nes3 of the
creator found expression in his choice of the first,
seventh, and thirtieth psalms, which he requested to
be sung at his burial ceremonial: '^He shall be like
a tree planted by the rivers of water, that bringeth
forth his fruit in his season; his leaf also shall not
wither; and whatsoever he doeth shall prosper.'*
"My defence is of liod, whicn saveth the upright in
heart .
"
"0 Lord, ray 'iod, I cried unto thee, and thou hast
healed me u Lord, my liod, i will give thanks unto
thee for ever."
Even in death his boneshav^ not found final resting
place, for many times his sepulchre was moved; while five
times - once by Dr. Thomas von soramering in 16E8, and
four ti.nes by^'^'^Dr. Aberle (in 1878 - 1881 - 1884 -
1886) - the skull of the physician was examined. TO
this day, nowever, the poor in >5alzburg pray before a
^Stoddard - Statement, made in 1891 by Dr. Aberle after
examining ii'aracelsus skull, which refutes
le^^ends concerning death through assassination.
'^'^Strunz - "Life of i'aiadtelsus"
***Dr. Aberle - "Grabdenkmal achadel n. Abbildung des t. Par
I.
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marble pyramid, where the original tablet, inserted in
1752 by Archbishop Andreas von uietrichstein, reads:
COx^DIl^UK HIC PHILIPJ'US
TriEOPHHAS TU3 II? o i ajJ 1
3
IC-ilDIGIN?. DOCTOR. QUI
DIHA ILLA VULUiiHA. Lh'PKAJll
fUl)A'.>KAl.l hlXi)KOi'OS lU
ALIAQun: II^SAI^ABILIA COR-
PORIS COIJ'i'AfilA. MIRlM'iJA
AKTi^: SUS'^ULIT: ET aOlU
SUA IB PAUPJRES DISTrI-
SUEkM COLLOGAI>liJHQuE
HONI^RAVIT ANNO iffiXXXXI
DIE XXI II I 3EPTEMBRIS
VITAil CUM MORl'ii MU'i'AviT.
Paracelsus
, Teacher and Physician
'^My writing concerns neither liovernment, princes,
lords nor magistrates, but occupies itself with the de-
ceptions of medicine so that all men, rich and poor, may
be set free from abomination." *{In a letter written -
but not sent - to the magistrates of liuremberg, 1530.)
His writings - the only worldly 5?oods Paracelsus
left behind him - written in cipher and in awiss-
G'Orman were collected and printed by john nuser at Basel
in 1589, and since then have been translated into other
languages, m London in 1894 was published "the hermetic
and alchemical writings of rarncelsus the threat... i^ow
for the first time faithfully translated by Arthur
ifidward »vhite." I'he student of medicine, after studying
Stoddard - "Life of Paracelsus"
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the definitions of ir'aracelsus • vocabulary, which reives
the doctor's own interpretation of cabalistic termin-
ology that he had inherited from the ancients and used
in his own writings, will be able to trace the emergence
of chemistry from alchemistry, which is, as well, the
beginning of modern medicine.
"Alchemj^" , Paracelsus defined, as "tne making of
supreme essences and directing them against diseases".
His theory was that the operations of iMature were to be
completed and perfected by man, and the process was to
be termed "Alchemy". "The alchemist is a baker only
in that he bakes the bread which nature has made."
(Paracelsus - "The Archidoxa")
The three prime essences of all life, he stated to
be salt, sulpnur, mercury; that is, alkali, which purifies
oiliness, which dries and consumes all superfluities;
liquor, whicn takes upon itself wnat salt and sulphur
reject. This doctrine of tne three prime principles em-
bodies the foundation of the pnysics and the philosophy
of raracelsus. "Every disease", he stated, "is brought
on by the superflous in the body, has its antidote in
elemental nature, so that from the genera of plants
and minerals the genera of diseases can be discovered."
The separation of the tnree elements, which causes
illness, he believed to be due to the failure of proper
•
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operation by the Arohaeus ^ ("der grosse uhemiker" ) , an
ocoiilt vital force situated in the stomach, where it per-
forms its function of separating the useful from the poi-
sonous. Like an alchemist, tne Archaeus, is a trans-
former and changes food into flesh and blood. That which
is purest and most refined is the "arcanum", "tincture",
or "elixir".
Diseases, according to i^aracelsus, should be named
after the medicine which cures them. .. .another of his
radical contributions in a day when cures were kept as
precious secrets by the extortionist-doctors.
For the treatment of diseases, Paracelsus introd-
uced mineral baths; made of opium, mercury, lead, sulphur,
iron, arsenic, and copper sulphate a part of pharm-
acopoeia, as well as popularizing tinctures and alcoholic
extracts. The day was yet far distant wnen medical
doctors would realize that as the mastery of the complete
field of medical science would be impossible, they could
best aid the ills of humanity by specializing in a more
limited field, so Jr^aracelsus with hie. lofty views of the
true scope of medicine included well-nigh unattainable
requirements for physicians when he sta^^ed: "Since
man contains all the elements and requires them for the
curing of his diseases, the physician must know the
physical sciences and alchemy; he must also know
T
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astronomy, for not only do the stars influence disease,
but man, like all terrestrial beings, is penetrated by
the astral spirit. I'hirdly, the physician must know
theology, since, in addition to body and spirit, man has
a third factor, the soul, which was created by 'JrOd , and
to which the spirit serves as a kind of body."
An illustration of the vast knov/ledge which Paracelsus
endeavored to encompass is given by the table of contents
of his earliest work, the "Archidoxa", published thirty
years after his deatn:
I« De Mysteriis i.iicrocosmi
il. De Mysteriis jiilementarum
III. De Mysteriis Ouintae jsssentiae
IV. De nysteriis Arcani
V. De Ivlysteriis Jixtractionum
VI. De Mysteriis apecificorum
VII. De Llysteriis iDlixir
VIII. Mysteriis iSxternis
IX. De Henovatione et Kestauratione
X. De /ita Longa
Although his powers were inadequate for tne accomplish-
ing of his desires, Paracelsus is accredited, on the basis
of his treatise "de Phlebotomia" , for having anticipated
Harvey in the discovery of the circulation of the blood;
in his "Archidoxa" he anticipated Mumer in the knowledge
of animal magnetism; while in his "Opus :^aramirum", he
anticipated HahnemanuL in the "Law of Similars".
Paracelsus' attitude toward the astrological beliefs
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maintained in his time is doubly interesting when con-
sidered in the light of the accusations made even into
the last century by men who claimed that he supported
the superstitions which he vowed he would destroy, in
the translation of his writinfrs by A.E.Waite we have a
definite statement establishing his conviction in resrard
to astronomical influences. He first names the two causes
active in man: the "Ens Seminis '* ^ those qualities v^hich
man's physical constitution has inherited from his par-
ents, and the "Sns Virtutis ". those tendencies and tal-
ents whicn he nas developed in a former state of exist-
ence. '*But," wrote Paracelsus, "^the planets and stars
neither build up his body, nor do they endbw man with
virtues or vices, nor witn any qualities whatsoever.
The course of aaturn lengthens or shortens nobody's
life The stars force us to nothing, they incline
us to nothing; they are free for themselves and we are
free for ourselves. it is said that a v/ise man rules
over the stars; but this does not mean that he rules
over the influences which comes from the stars in the
sky; but that ne rules over the powers which exist in
his own constitution."
"iiVe cannot live without sunshine and we need the
influences of the stars as much as we need heat and
cold, food ana water; they produce our seasons and
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ripen our fruits, but man's body does not oome from the
stars, nor is his character formed b;^' them "
Among the many prescriptions in his books, v^hich
can only be understood by a student of chemistry, are
writings which reveal the philosophy, the purpose, and
the struggles of tne man as well as his scientific
teacnings, in the iniroduetion to the book "Pargranum''
,
where blazes his bitter arraignment of the doctors of
iJasel, Faracelsus defines, as follov^s, tne bases of
medicine:
*"I place the foundation of which i write upon
four columns ^i'hil OS ophy
,
Astronomy, Alchemy, and virtue....
"The first pillar. Philosophy, is the knowledge of
earth and v/ater: the next, Astronoiry, with Astrology,
is full of knowledge of air and lire: the next. Alchemy,
is knov^ledge through experiment, preparation, and ful-
fillment of the four elements mentioned; and the fourth
pillar. Virtue, should be in and remain in the doctor
until death, for this completes and preserves the other
three "
"And as 1 take the four pillars so must you take
them too and follow e.fter me, not I after you...,."
"Pollov^ after me, Avicenna, lialen, Khasis, r.iontagnana
,
Mesue. Follov; you me and not i you "
•r
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"Christ was the source of blessedness, for which
He was scorned, but tne true scorn overtook the scorners
when neither they nor Jerusalem remained, A.nd i may-
well compare the doctors of the dchools and tiie barbers
and oathmen to tne hypocrites who loved the highest
seats in the assembly of scorners. I'here is no doctor
except the man who becomes one from the foundation of
tne four pillars. Me must collect nis Jmowledge from
these four; it is they who make the doctor, not the
man; they are knowledge of all sickness, they are its
symptoms; they are medicines; in them lies the physician's
healing; in them too lie tue faith and nope of the sick,
as in the Cross of uhrist lies the resurrection of the
dead."
Three simple principles did Paracelsus set forth
for his students when he spoke to them of the true
doctor's life, wiiichwere to brin^? character as well as
skill and ioiowledfre to their professional work. The
first commana, "enter the path" meant abstinence from,
all indulgence, meant a denial to frail flesh. As,
according to Paracelsus, a married physician tninks
too much of his uhekels, celibacy is tne preferred
state for tne doctor, wno must be willing to take the
vow of poverty, to travel, to work, and learn unceasingly.
ae must be humble, despising no teaching and not trust-
IJ
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ing himself too much. Secondly, the oootor must know
the sick and their ailments; thirdly, he must under-
stand all methods of healing, must continually seek
with unquenchable determination to gain knowled^re for
the help of man, devoid of worldly or selfish motives.
it is not to he wondered that few followed this man
who livf d his own teaching, for with their own eyes his
students saw tne persecution wnicn the physician reaped
as result of his self-denying life and iconoclastic
principles
.
Paracelsus
,
.Philosopher and Keformer
The one-ness of nature - [ the iimdamental identity
of all souls with tne universal Over-soul), the eternity
of the universe, tne existence of an omnipresent, im-
mutable Principle - which trancends the povver of human
conception - these are the fundamental propositions of
Paracelsus' philosophy. ... ,a reasoning extending its
roots far back into ancient thought. According to this
basic reasoning, Paracelsus believed man, the microcosm,
to be continually involved and evolved with tne cosmos,
or Macrocosm. Tnis pnilosoihy, applicable alike to
uosmogenesis and Anthropogenesis , led him to believe
that progress was tne law of life, that in accord with
7
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this law he had set his baok against a dead wall, while
with orderly inductive methods disregarding entirely
the deleterious writings of tne past, being based uron
careful observation, comparison, and research--ne was
blazing a trail to the dawn of exact science, which
would lead life to a higher thread along the spiral of
evolution.
Me wrote: "^"The end of imture is ;iod, who is also
its beginning. All things are derived from one and in-
divisible jNature,"
"It (Nature) is not visible, though it works visibly;
for it is simply a volatile spirit, fulfilling its office
in bodies, and animated by the universal spirit--the
divine breath, the central and universal fire wiiich
vivifies all things that exist."
"They I the doctors, the examiners of x-iature)
should be like unto i^ature herself. That is to say, they
should be truthful, simple, patient, and persevering."
Paracelsus* writings set forth his belief in man's
triplicity of nature—a body sprung from the elements,
a spirit descended from the stars, and an illuminating
spirit, the astral spirit, wiiicn oenetrates tne first
two components, and i3 the soul wiiich springs from i^od.
Thus man's natural impulses are rooted in his eartnly
""A.ii.Waite - "Par. writings"
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body, while his v?isdom is horn of his sidereal oody or life
spirit. I'he three principles are contained in man as in
all corporeal beings: salt appears in the body; sulphur,
in the soul; mercury, in the spirit. it is upon this basis
that Paracelsus founded his requirements of the physician,
"if the physician," as ne stated, "is to decide which dis-
eases are of eartnly or sidereal origin, which ones are
visitations of God, the doctor must possess philosophic,
astronomical, and theological knowledge."
In order to prevent being led astray and misjudging
his statement of prin^?iples, we must keep in mind the
definitions of his terminology. "Theology", for instance,
as Paracelsus wrote "had its beginning in the light of
nature .
"
In his doctrine is the statement that nothing exists
without life; tnat the mineral kingdom, wherein life acts
slowly, becomes one through absorption with the vegetable
then
kingdom /enters the animal kingdom the dying of all
beinp-s con^:ists in a return to their initial form of
existence. All is one harmony, one life; in all is a
spiritual essence. All existing in heaven and earth exists
in man; ixOd and man are une ; therefore man is the highest
being in existence, for in him has r^ature reached the
culmination of her evolutionary powers; therefore man
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can develop but through his spiritual pov;er in becoming
one witn the universal mind through the development of
his inner perceptive faculties, xhe physician, if he
wisnes to be a successful healer, must possess spiritual
perception, an intuition that cannot oe gained from
books, nor be conferred by universities, but must come
from the 'jreat Teacher.
That wnicn i'aracelsus Inbeled "Magic" in his
pnilosophical treatise, is today termed "mental science"
in this he includes the power of imaginntion, the necess
ity of self-control, the importance of narmony within
oneself and in the relation to the world without, while
he clearly intiraates a definite inter-dependence of
mind and body. The symbol of xiarmony with the inner
sphere and the outer one is that of the interlaced
double triangles--tne symbol of occultism, of tne adept
who,tnrough the -povjer of sijiritual perception, has be-
come one witn tne rather. This latter phase of his
philosophy snov^'s the influence of the Jiast upon
faracelsus • thought and reaches back into the teachings
of tne ancient propnets, to tne Arnats and Kisnis of the
jiast, to initiated arahmins, iiigyptians, and LrreeiLS.
These fundamental doctrines foano in the vedas, in the
uible form the basis of the religions of the world.
'T
I
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i'irst comes perception, then understanding, while the
power of the intellect begins to see the taings of tne
spirit, it perceives tnat evolution proceeds simult-
aneously on three planes: the physical, mental, and the
spiritual; man is seen as more than coordinated bone,
nerve, and muscle; earthly life is visualized as but
one incident of an eternal existence.
AS .7illiam iiowitt, rriend and mystic, has written:
"xrue mysticism consists in the direct relation of the
hunian mind to -iod", thus did Paracelsus, mystic, seek
this divine union. "Ood in Heaven to be worshipped and
trusted, 'orOd in nature and in man to be passionately
sought after", this nad been the teaching of his father.
Dr. von Hohenheim and embodied the religion of the son.
Paracelsus, Christian, hiunanitarian, believed in the
brotherhood of man, in service rendered in the spirit of
the good 'Samaritan.
*"Paith," he wrote, "is a luminous star that leads
tne honest seeker into the mysteriesof jNature. You must
seek your point of gravity in aod, and put your trust in-
to an honest, divine, sincere, pure, and strong faith,
and cling to it with your whole heart, soul, sense, and
thought—full of love and confidence, if you possess
such a faith, LrOd (V/isdom) will not withhold Mis truth
from you, but jie will reveal His works to you credibly,
"•'iiartmann - "Life of ParaCelsus"
C
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visibly, and consolingly."
Prayer, faith, imagination—these three he termed
the principal points of faith.
Like his contemporary, Erasmus, Paracelsus was re-
markably tolerant during that period when brimstone ser-
mons filled the air, when theology reeked from sulphur,
when it was exceedingly difficult to "see life steadily
and see it whole."
When Paracelsus arrived at Basel, the battle between
the Catholics and Protestants was raging furiously. The
Catholics, led by Ludwig, "der ±Jar"
,
gained control in
the University, while the reform group under the able
leadership of OEoclampadius was steadily gaining power.
Paracelsus remained aloof from sectarianism. He detested
all ceremonial believing that "salvation is not attained
by fasting, neither by wearing a particular kind of cloth-
ing, nor by beating one's self " He did not teach,
however, that one should treat contemptuously external
religious forms, but that one should rise above them and
enter the membership of the inner churcn of Christ.
In his statement on the qualifications of a doctor,
however, Paracelsus was most emphatically opposed to
the friar-doctors, who, he maintained, formed an
ignorant, greedy, immoral crew. (It had been a group
of friar-doctors who had forced him out of the Mark-
fI
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grave Philip of jjaden's sick-chamber and cheated him out
of his fee.
)
*He wrote to the catholics concerning Luther: "The
enemies of Luther are composed to a great extent of
fanatics, imaves, bigots, and rogues, Why do you call
me a medical Lutherv iou do not intend to honour me by
giving me that name, because you despise Luther. ant
those whose kitchen prospects are interfered with by
his reforms, those whom he causes to suffer in their
pockets are his enemies, i leave it to Luther to de-
fend what he says, and i shall be responsible for what
I say, whoever is Luther's enemy deserves my contempt,
I'hat which you wish to Luther you wish also to me;
you wish us both to the fire,"
The latter statement hardly may be termed non-
partisan, it was, however, embodied in one of
Paracelsus- fiery retaliations to the attacks made by
his malignant foes in the uatholic party.
The finest statement of kindly tolerance we may
read in his own words
:
**"Aus christliohen nerzen soltu handeln, so wirstu
gelehrt, nicht neydnisch; Aber ixott gibt den Meyden
auch; wer weiss, wo die seinen seindt? 3r selbst er-
fullt die lieb, wie mit der Sonnen, die er uber sein
feind und freund lesst scheinen, uber die beligen und
'^Hartmann - "Life of Fara'fielsus"
^^Bartscherer - "Paracelsus
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und uber die verdampten."
Paracelsus had lived too deeply, traveled too far
to believe that 'iod' s Word was made visible in only one
little corner of the earth, that salvation was bound up
in the terminology of the people of that minute portion
of the world.
*"Ders berum ich mich, dass ich erfaren hab und lob
die offenlichen und heimlichen uhristen, sie sein bey den
Heiden Oder uhristen, ihr sollen mirs nit verargen."
Scientifically, Jr'aracelsus knew the ijible had been
grossly misinterpreted, now safe was it from ignorant
religious interpretationr Moral enthusiasms of the re-
formation period were growing narrower, intenser, hard-
ening into fanaticism; the Catholic uhurch had sunk to
the depths of corruption It was best to follow a
lonely, unblazed trail, to willingly and unceasingly
serve - perhaps sometime to hear: "Ich bin krank
gewesen, und ihr habt mich besucht "
* liarts Cherer - "Paracelsus"

Hei medicae peritissimo ijootori xheophrasto
ijiremitae, liirasmus KOterodamus 3(alutemi,
i^on est absurdum, medico, per quem jjeus nobis
suppeditat salutem corporis, aniraae perpetuara optare
salutem. Demiror, unde me tam penitus noris, semel
dum taxat visum. Aenigmata tua non ex arte medica,
quam nunquam didici, sed ex misero sensu verissima
esse agnosco. m regione hepatis iam olira sensi
dolores, nec divinare potui, quis esset mali fons.
xtemim pinguedines ante complures annos in lotio con-
spexi, xertium quid sit, non satis intelligo, tamen
videtur esse probabile midhi, id molestare ut dixi.
nisce diebus aliquot nec medicari vacat, nec aegrotare
nec mori , tot studiorum laboribus obruor. oi quid
tamen est, quod citra solutionem corporis mihi possit
lenire malum, rogo ut communices, Quod si distraheris
paucissimis verbis ea, quae plusquam laconice notasti,
fusius explices, aliaque praescribas remedia, quae
dum vacabit queam sumere, i'ion possum polliceri prae-
mium arti tuae studioque par, certe gratum animum
polliceor. j?'robenium ab inferis revocasti, hoc est
dimidiimi mei si me quoque restitueris, in singulis
utrumque restitues. utinam sit ea fortuna, quae te
Basileae remoretur. jiaec ex tempore scripta vereor ut
poasis legere. aene vale
Erasmus KOterodamus
suapte manu.
iJ
Letter from Hjrasmus to Paracelsus 1526
"It is not unreasonable, u Ph.ysician, through
whom uod gives us health of body, to wish eternal
health for thy soul. ... In the liver i suffer
pains, the origin of which i cannot divine, i have
been aware of the kidney trouble for many years.
The third ailment i do not sufficiently understand,
still it seems to be probable that there is some harm.
If there is any citric solution which can ameliorate the
pain, 1 beg that thou wilt communicate it to me ... .
I cannot offer a fee equal to thy art and they learning,
but certainly a grateful spirit. Thou hast recalled
Frobenius from the shades, who is my other half, and if
thou restorest me thou restorest two in one ....
jj'arewell
,
"Erasmus Koterodamus,"

Doggerel -rhyme depicting the services of the
physician, theologist and lawyer as it appeared on the
Paracelsus - pamphlet" published in 1600 and quoted in
i!Jetzhammer' a book*, page 128,
All kunst and artzeney man findt
iseim I'heophrasto so geschwindt,
Als vor wol bey dreitausend jarn
aei keinem menschen ward erfarn.
Als festilentz, Schlag, i?'allend sucht,
Aussatz und ;iipperlen verrucht
bampt andre kranckheit mancher art
Mat er geheilt der hochgelart.
v/ie Durer in der MOlerej,
So dieser in der Artzenej:
Vor und nach ihnen keiner kam,
Der ihm hierin den preis benara.
Must es darumb vom i-eufel seinr
Dasselb sej fern, ach nein, ach nein.
Kntdeckt der kunsten irthum all,
Missbrauch, abgangk, und gantzen fall,
Ub er in Heilger^^achrifft studiert,
Wird aus seinn bilchern gnug probiert.
jjann aus seinn bej vierhundert schrifften
Leern Artzt, Theologen und Juristen.
vVas nur in Himml und Jiirden ist,
wust dieser uoctor z'aller frist.
ijoch war er feint der schwartzen kunst,
Uie man ihn bezichtigt aus ungunst,
Auch Philosophisch stein hat gmacht,
Damit die menschen wider bracht
vom Jjoot. Darzu die ^roben metall
nat er fein saubern konnen all
m sibber und in rotes lorolt:
Wer wolt nun solchem nicht sein holt?
Hat all sein gut den armen geben,
GrOtt geb ihm jetz das ewig leben.
'Kaymund jjjetzhammer : ,t "Theophrastus Jr'aracelsus
.
Das wissenwerte uber dessen iieben, Lehre.
und achriften,'*
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PART U - l^ARACELSUS IN LITIRATURK
Chapter 1^ - Paracelsus and ijroethe' s "Faust"
*In Groethe's "Dichturig mid Wahrheit" are listed the
sources of material used in the poet's study of sixteenth
century magic, demonology, alchemy, astrology, theosophy
and cabbalism in relation to his drama, "Faust," One
source, the "Opus Mago-Cahbalisticum et i*heosophicum"
by Georg von Wellings, is an alchemical work based upon
the teachings of Paracelsus, The young Groethe studied
the teachings of Agrippa as well as those of Paracelsus
in such works as the "Aurea Catena Momeri" (or "Annulus
Platonis"), the writings of Johannis von Helmont, those
of the benedictine monk, liasilius valentinus, and the
"XJnpartheyische Kirchen-und Ketzer-Historie" by Gott-
fried Arnold.
While the consensus of opinion points out that there
was no one model for tjoethe's hero, "Faust", it is evi-
dent that the author utilized and blended in his hero
certain characteristics of leaders in the sixteenth
century. The young (JrOethe had received his chief in-
formation about Paracelsus from Dr, Metz and busanna von
Klettenberg, a student of medicine. While in J^'rankfurt,
in his study of nohenheim's writings, Goethe was strongly
'^Agnes Bartscherer - "Par, u, Goethe's Faust"
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attracted by the fearless spirit of ir-aracelsus—so clear-
ly revealed in his vehemence, adherence to national
traits in expression, and formless style, which contained
nevertheless strength and pregnant content.
In the source-study of 'ioethe's "Faust" by the
aerman writer, Agnes Bartscherer, we are informed that
in the wide field of "Faustliteratur" there is but one
other work entirely based upon the parallelism between
the two characters, Jj'aust and i'aracelsus. i<'rom this
other work, "Theophrastus Paracelsus ab nohenheim und
Faust" by Wilhelm Schroer, which has become embodied
in the "Chronik des Wiener 'joethe-vereins" (Nummer
vom 60» September 18^2), Miss Bartscherer quotes:
*"Der Faust des 18. Jahrhunderts lebte eben
weder in Sage noch Greschichte. ist nichts als der
gahrende (ieist der Sturm - und Drangzeit Uhne nun
diese Anschauung im geringsten anfechten zu wollen.
It
scheint der Dichter doch zu ausserlicher Motivierung
der (restalt seines tielden einige zuge literarischer
Tradition entnommen zu haben und zwar naturgemass
aus den Schriften der Alchemisten, naraentlich des
Theophrastus Paracelsus von Hohenheim,"
^Bartscherer - "Par. u. 'ioethe's Faust"
#
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*"Zu auaaerlicher Motivierung?'* exclaims Agnes
Bartscherer, then adds» "Wir haben bereits gesehen, in
wie hohem 'Jrade der iiagus , Kabbalist und iilystiker Faust
innerlicii ein zweiter Paracelsus ist, wie seine Welt-
anschauung ganz der jenes titanischen J^'orschers ent-
spricht. Da muss uns durftig erscheinen, was Schroer
an ausseren 2ugen vorbringt, die Goethe benutzt haben
soli. Ausserdem fuhrt er die Leser insofern irre, als
er Hohenheim unter die mittelalterlichen Grelehrten
reciinen lehrt, wenn er zum Sohuas erklart: "Wir sehen,
wenn IJoethe auch kein MOdell vor Augen hatte, nach dem
er die (^estalt jj'austs ausgestalten konnte, einzelne
Zuge nahm er doch von mittelalterlichen [jelehrten auf
,
namentlich von Theopnrastus von riohenheim."
V/ilhelm Sohroer, Miss Bartscherer precedes to
prove, discussed but the alchemical writings of
Paracelsus in regard to (ioethe's source-material.
She quotes again - this time from Calvin Thomas' con-
tribution in his "Groethe's ?aust" (Part I, Introduction
XXXI)
:
'^Here was a new picture for the mental gallery of
our young poet (Goethe): a gifted youth impatient of
tradition; his father a physician devoted to the old,
blind routine, himself an ardent seeker after higher
things; this youth as man driven from his university
"^Bartscherer - "Paracelsus, Paracel_sisten und ^oetne's
Paust"
c
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chair by ignorant prejudice for telling the truth as he
had learned it at first hand in the school of nature;
for years a wanderer on the face of the earth, a moment
of settled, orderly activity with high hopes for the
future, then, death. Insensibly the features of the
legendary J^'aust blended in Groethe's mind with those
of the actual Paracelsus."
As the writer, Anton Keichl , considered Cornelius
Agrippa to be the model for the i?'aust -legend. Miss
Bartscherer in refutation, has arranged excerpt after
excerpt from Paracelsus' own writings with passages from
"Paust" and illustrated her assertion most persuasively.
As Miss Bartscherer has, in her analogy, written
a complete commentary for the long drama, 1 shall, on
the basis of her work, select but a few passages from
"Faust" and Paracelsus' manuscripts to illustrate her
theory.
The relationship between father and son as ex-
pressed in "Paust" and in the dedication in Paracelsus"
"Paragranum" ring very similar, while the identification of
Paust with Paracelsus is clear in Gr0ethe*s lines:
*'T)u alt Iterate, das ich nicht gebraucht,
Du stehst nur hier, weil dich me in Vater brauchte."
As the young Paracelsus, so jj'aust was sent by his
4ti .
GrOe-he-8 "Paust"
It
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father to study at the university, where he, too,
sought to acquire supreme knowledge, only to be chilled
by the pedantry of the professors and the limitations
of their teachings, in the beginning of ^Paust" we
see his revolt against book-knowledge, his determin-
ation to find knowledge in experience, then we read in
"Paragranum" -
**^Ich bin wol so starck und so hefftig uff ihr
Leyren gelegen als sie. Da ich aber sahe, dass nichts
anders als todten, sterben, wurgen, erkrumpen, erlamen,
verderben macht und zuricht, und dass kein Grrund nicht
da war, ward ich bezwungen, der Wahrheit in ander VVeg
nachzugehen Lasens gutt sein mit den todten
buchern, auss denen kein warhaffter Artzt bey euch nie
erstanden ist. Der sich mit iiihren seins Discipels
berilhmen wil, muss ihm mehr mitteilen dann das Plodern
Avicennae und xJugas ualeni, usw,'*
There is ii'aust's complaint after he studied med-
icine:
"Und sehe, dass wir nichts wissen konneni
Das will mir schier das Herz verbrennen."
In the first monologue of "Faust" (lines 398 and
following) we read:
*"WehJ stack' ich in dem K.erker noch?
Verfluchtes diimpfes Mauerloch,
'''(Joethe's "Paust"
**BartSGherer: Par .u. (Goethe* s Faust
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Wo selbst das liebe iiimmelslicht
I'rub durch gemalte ocheiben brichtl
xjeschrankt von diesem Jiiicherhauf
,
Den Wurme nagen, staub bedeckt.
Den, bis an s hohe view'6lb' hinauf,
Jfiin angeraucht Papier umsteckt
—
Statt der lebendigen Natur,
Da GrOtt die Menschen schuf hinein,
Umgibt in Rauch und Moder nxxr
Dioh Tiergeripp und Totenbein —
"
(line 8288 ff.)
"Ein tiefer Blick in die Naturl
Hier ist ein Wunderl Grlaubet nurl"
There is a kinship between this learned, deeply
versatile man, who, seeking for truth and for the bette
ment of mankind, now in desperation cries ,*"Fliehl
Auf I Hinaus ins weite Landl" and the sixteenth-century
doctor who wrote:
**'»Beflei8sen euch hoch und fast, nit auff der
Hohen schulen zu lernen, sondern in der Natur. Was
nutzt euch auch, das ihr euch befleisset viel Khetor-
isch gescnwetzes, die doch kein Artzt machet, sondern
"^Groethe's "Paus t '*
**Bart3Gherer: "Paracelsus, Paracelsi'sten und Goethe's
Faust"
r1
r
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zerbrich, . . .Was sucht ihr in der Logick und in eurer
Dialecktick. die all dem Artzt zuwieder seind und
hindening des Liechts der IJatur?"
As Paracelsus loved his mother-tongue so dearly
that he dared to employ it exclusively in his lectures,
thus winning for himself the epithet of "medical -Luther ,
"
Faust, too, found beauty in his own language:
(line 1220 ff.)
*'*Mich drangts, den Grundtext aufzuschlagen,
Mit redlichem (iefiihl einmal
Das heilige Original
In mein geliebtes Deutsch zu fibertragen*"
Both Paust and Paracelsus express their contempt
for sixteenth-century theology. We have Faust's words
from his first monologue:
*"Habe nun, achl Philosophie,
Juristerei und Medizin,
Und leider auch Theologie
It
Durchaus studiert, mit heissem Bemuhn -
Und sehe, das3 wir nichts wissen k3nneni"
(Paracelsus in Paragranum )
*"
....Und nemmlich den andern Professoribus , der
Heiligen (Jeschrift, der Juristerey, der Poeterey, der
Historien, der Philosophey, usw. kein glauben noch Ver-
^Goethe's "Faast"
**Bart3cherer : "Par .u.iroethe* s Faust"
r
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trauen geben: auch dergleichen den Aerzten. Dann
diese all seindt Vergiffter und Verfuhrer der wahr-
haftigen Arzeney und Abwender der Wahrheit."
Both men know the emptiness of professional
jargoning, recognize its dangerous glamour:
(*Paust: line 1998 ff.)
"Mit Worten lasst sich trefflich streiten,
Mit Worten ein System bereiten.
An Worte iSsst sich trefflich glauben.
Von einem Wort lasst sich kein Jota rauben
( **Paracelsus - "Paramirum'M
"Ich wiederrede eur Heiligen Vatern, denn sie haben
alle dem leibe geschrieben und nicht der seel en , sie
haben poeterey getriebn und nicht die Theologie: Sie
haben schmeicheley getrieben und nicht die Warheit er-
zEincket."
The difference between ''divine magic" and "sorcery"
Paracelsus explains in his "Paragranum" : **"Magica ist
an ihr selbs die verborgnest Kunst und gr'ost Weissheit
Ubernaturlicher dingen auff Erden." The "magia divina"
is to be utilized for the benefit of mankind, not for
trickery--as Mephistophiles practiced his hocus-pocus.
Faust, as he enters the kitchen of the witches, exclaims
with impatience over the ceremonials of sorcery:
'Goethe's "Paus t
"
*'^Bartscherer : Par .u.(ioethe' s Paust
cJ
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(*Paust: line 2532 ff.)
••Nein sage mir, was soli das warden?
Das tolle Zeug, die rasenden liebarden,
Der abgeschmaokteste Betrug,
Sind mir beJiannt, verhasst genug?"
(*Faust: line 7902 ff
.
)
"Dul droben ewig Unveraltete,
Dreinamig-Dreigestaltete
,
Dich ruf ich an bei meines Volkes Weh,
Diana, Luna, Hekatel
Eroffne deiner Scliatten grausen Schliind,
Die alte Maoht sei ohne Zauber kund I
"
In regard to the "Magic" in "Paust", Miss Bart-
scherer concludes; *"Als wir die naturliche Magie im
"Faust" mit der Magia naturalis der Kenaissancezeit
verglichen, muss ten wir uns sagen, dass der uoethesche
Held ein geistiger ijruder aller der grossen jxeu-
platoniker ist, die damals einrautig Aristoteles und
die Scholastik bekampften. Agrippa und Paracelsus
konnten wir darum aus der Schar herausheben, weil sie
die beruhmtesten Magier waren und (ioethe sie am besten
kannte, Paracelsus endlich kam dadurch ifauBt besonders
*aoethe's "Faust"
**Bartscherer: Par.u.vioethe' s Faust
t
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nahe, dass sich in seinen werken eine Quelle fiir die
Eingangspartie des ersten Monologs und andere wichtige
Stellen fand die Magie des Lroetheschen Faust
ist, soweit sie nicht diabolische Magie ist, die des
Wunderarztes und V^aters der Theosophie Theophrastus
von iiohenlieim, der in der uatur und in liott gelebt hat
als ein gewaltiger Meister des irdischen Lichts."
Although Paracelsus rejected all that was diabol-
ical and malignant in "magic", there remained with him
a half-questioning faith in elemental beings: **the
spirits of fire, which he called "acthnici;" of air,
"nenufareni" ; of water, "melosinae"; and of earth,
"pigmaci*.' He believed in the astral body of man and
called it "eventrum" ; in the astral bodies of plants
or "leffas" ; in levitation, or "mangonaria in clair-
voyance, or "nectromantia" ; in wraiths, omens, and
phantasms. In his *"Philosophiae Tractatus" he wrote:
"Wisset, dass der meister vielerlei sind und je einer
anderst als der ander. Dann es sind spiritus coelestes,
Spiritus infernales, Spiritus humani , Spiritus ignis,
Spiritus aeris, usw "
Paust, too, is aware of the spirit-world:
*Bartscherer : Par.u.LrOethe' s jj'aust
*'^A,E.VVaite: Writings of Paracelsus
€
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(*Faust: line 392 ff.)
"Ach, k'6nnt*ich doch auf Bergeshohn
In deinem lieben Lichte gehn,
Um Bergeshohle mit Greistern schweben.
.
Ihr schwebt, ihr Oeister, neben mir;
Antwortet mir, wenn ihr mich hort."
In '*5'aust" the alchemist produces the essence of a
living creature, Homunculus , . as the result of the
affinity of chemical cells. The alchemist, Paracelsus,
writes: ^*"Der Thau des Himmels ist Quecksilber, das
Pett der Erde Schwefel und Saltz Nimm von dem
congelirten Thau des Himmels und dem Pett der Srde, so
viel du wilst, reib sie und vermische ihre Corper, und
lege sie in ein wohl verschlossenes Ehebette ( Cameram
delectationis ) . " It is said that such creatures are
unable to live for a length of time, because they
have not been formed along the normal lines of evolution
ary development. In "Paust", Homunculus slips into the
water where he is to begin life from its original source
Throughout the entire drama we find ourselves com-
paring Faust and Paracelsus—in the discussion on astro-
logy, on the macrocosm and the microcosm, in the illus-
'^Groethe's "Paus t
"
*'^iiartscherer - "Paracelsus, Paracelsisten und Goethe's
Paust."
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trated truth of the whole - that progress is the law
of life.
Among the other characters in "Faust" we find
additional analogies. The insincere praise which
Paracelsus received from those followers who hoped to
surprise some valuable secrets out of him, the Judas
-
like characteristics of his famulus. Oporinus—of these
one is reminded as one reads in "Faust" (line 1011 ff.)
the words of Faust's famulus, Wagner. While V^agner's
words ring with true admiration, Paracelsus' disloyal
followers used almost the same expressions in order to
conceal their unv;orthy intentions.
(Wagner) '^"V/elch ein Oefuhl musst du, o grosser Mann,
Bei der Verehrung dieser Menge habenl
01 gliicklich, wer von seinen Gaben
Solch einen Vorteil Ziehen kann."
After leaving Basel, Paracelsus wrote of his former
followers: (Buche Paragranum) '*"^"jtiutten euch vor den
Auditoribus, so ich zu basel verlassen hab, die mir
haben die Federn ab dem Kock gelesen. . . . die mir haben
gedient unnd gelechlet, unnd wie die Hundlein umbge-
strichen unnd angehangen: Das seindt unnd werden 3rtz-
schelmen geben uber all Impostores, unnd alle neue
zukunfftige Artzt. Darbey seindt alle gewarnet, huten
euch vor ihrem tiifft."
Groethe surely had the Basel episode in mind, when
his "Faust" says: (line 6231 ff.)
'^Goethe's "Faus t
"
*'^Bartscherer : "Paracelsus, Paracelsisten und Goethe's
Faust"
r
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*"Musst' ich nicht mit der vi/elt verkehrenr
Das Leere lernen, Leeres lehrenv -
Sprach ich vernlinftig, wie ich angeschaut,
Erklang der widerspruch doppelt laut.
Musst' ich zuletzt vor widerwart
'
gen
Streichen
Zur ifiinsamkeit , zur Wildernis entweichen
Und, urn nicht ganz versSiimt, allein zu leben,
Mich doch zuletzt dera xeufel ubergeben,"
While the historical raracelsus found vent for lis
indignation in writing scathing comments about his
malignant contemporaries, the hero, Paracelsus, in
Kobert Browning's poem, like i^aust, yields for a time
to the baser spirit and grows through manifold ex-
periences (as does Jj'aust) to the understanding of the
value of service to humanity—a truth which the actual
Paracelsus grasped as a youth.
The belief expressed in "Faust" that salvation
comes to those striving ever upward was also embodied
in the philosophy of Paracelsus, who saw in the poorest
fragment of humanity a brother whom he desired to serve
Arrogance he displayed only when confronted by the smug
insistence of his complacent, dogmatic enemies, but
when he gazed upon the needs of man, his prayer was one
of sincere humility: "'"O Heiliger Geist, weise mir,
'^Goethe's "Paus t"
"""Bartscherer : Par .u.uoethe* s Faust
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das ich nicht weiss, und lehre mich, das ich nicht
kan und gib mir, das ich nicht habe.'*
The depiction of the misunderstanding tn the
hearts of men toward those few who, in advance of
their age, find methods with which to aid progress,
is created anew by (ioethe:
(line 688 ff.;
*"Ja, was man so erkennen heisstl
Wer darf das Kind beim rechten i^iamen nennenv
Die wenigen, die was davon erkannt, -
Die tSricht gnug ihr voiles Herz nicht wahrten,
Dem P'6bel ihr liefuhl, ihr Schauen offenbarten,
Hat man von je gekreuzigt und verbrannt
*Goethe*s "Faust"
r
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Chapter II - Hobert Browning' s '^Paracelaus^*
At the age of twenty-three Robert Browning pub-
lished his metaphysical drama, •'Paracelsus.'* The
vast erudition of the young poet and thinker, his
keen sympathetic insight into the springs of humeui
character and action led to a delight in reconstruct-
ing a by-gone age, in re-creating an obscure
in-
character ,/ fusing it with life, then revealing the
personality of that soul by depicting it at the most
crucial point of its existence. In his strong,
optimistic belief that all failure was but apparent
failure, that the incompleteness of life was its hope
and glory, in his understanding sympathy in regard
to the struggling scientific spirit, in his knowledge
of the mystical , it was not strange that the young
Hobert Browning found in the much-maligned character
of Paracelsus a subject challenging his best powers
in character penetration, philosophic interpretation,
dramatic and poetic presentation.
As the writings of Paracelsus' contemporaries
helped not at all in an evaluation of the personality
of the man (as in these records he appeared either as
saint or as in league with the devil), and as through
these comments one learned but of the obstacles he
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had to face, it was in Paracelsus* own books that
Browning learned of the doctor's teachings, scientific
discoveries and practices, religion, philosophy, and of
his most evident quality—his utter sincerity. With
his thorough knowledge of the period and his psycho- ^
logically analytical comprehension of the character
behind Paracelsus' writings, Browning created his hero
—detracting nothing, yet--because the philosophy of
the sixteenth-century doctor had found an echo in his
own thought—clarifying, developing the physician's
scientific and philosophic utterances,
Knowing of the poet's tendency to have his
characters serve as mouthpieces for his own thought,
we need to scan the stage of scientific development
in 1835, the year when Browning wrote this drama, in
order to discern Just how much he wrote of problems
of life which belonged to him as of those belonging
to the character he chose to depict.
Browning* s poem is colored throughout with an
all-embracing theory of evoltition. • • .that theory which
was beginning to cause radical changes in the religious
and scientific thought of his own countrymen. Although
Paracelsus, acquainted with urreek thought, had accepted
the idea of evolution, which had existed even in the
dim mists of the past when ancient Hindus believed in
If
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a oosmic egg from which all life had evolved, it was
not, however, until the nineteenth century that the
evolution-theory passed from the realms of pure
thought into that of scientific experiment, being
finally brought to a climax by Darwin in 1859 in his
"Origin of the Species." While it was not until
twenty-five years later that Spencer formulated his
synthesis of evolutional philosophy, we find iirowning
in his "Paracelsus" forming such a synthesis by
applying the idea of evolution to all natural and
human processes of growth. At that time Browning was
not yet acquainted with Uerman thought, with Hegel's
"process of becoming," or Schopenhauer's "will-to-be."
He was, nevertheless, a lireek scholar, acquainted with
the guesses of the (Jreeks on the subject of evolution
and was also thoroughly informed about j<'rench and
English thought.
He knew that *the "titanic geometer", Pierre Simon
Laplace (1749-1827) had given to the world his great
nebular hypothesis, which described the formation of
suns and planets as an evolutionary process and which
produced the keystone in the theory of the stability
of the solar system; also that jean Baptiste Lamarck
t 1744-1829), founder of organic evolution and of in-
vertebrate paleontology, had clarified the theory of
'^Glarke-"Par. Theory of Life"
*Encyclopedia Britannica
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animal evolution, while Sir Charles Lyell (1797-1875)
had showed that the processes of geology were evolution
ary rather than oataclysraal.
Browning, therefore, at the age of twenty-three,
had perceived intuitively the system of evolution which
Spencer was laboriously to work out after many years of
effort, for in Browning's synthesis there is embodied
the idea of social evolution as well as cosmic and ani-
mal evolution. There is here, of course, a very perti-
nent parallel with the historical i:'aracelsus , who
wrote that, as in man Jilature had reached the summation
of her evolutionary powers, man could now progress but
through the development of his spirit. All three,
Paracelsus, jirowning and Spencer, agreed in believing
ultimate knowledge to be beyond the perception of the
intellect. (Paracelsus writes of this in connection
with the earthly, sidereal, and astral aspects of
man's nature.)
While history furnishes data concerning the life
of Paracelsus, the man , it is the poet and psychologist
who begins his story b^ delineating the life of
Paracelsus, the youth
.
Browning understood the urge to
turn from all trodden paths, to blaze a trail alone,
to call to a world jaded and dulled with its own un-
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ceasing pain to look to him as its liberator. The
pulsating vigor of ever-soaring aspiration, the
surging, glowing, passionate force yearning for util-
ization in some form of creation--the madly glorious
battle of young Prometheus straining against his bonds
it is all a part of the fiery period in the early
life of an active soul aspiring to know all. So with
Paracelsus
.
It is the night before departure. With his two
closest friends, kindly J5*estus and his lovely, gentle
wife, Michal , the young student, Aureolus Paracelsus
shares his dreaming. The morrow will mark the begin-
ning of a new life for him— wander-life, far removed
from the monastery cell, from ancient books. Vtfhy,
question his anxious friends, must he seek knowledge
in dangerous, unknown places? If GrOd commissioned
him for great work, why not labor at it in some retreat
of learning? ""Ah,'* comes the answer, "but with His
commission ^iod revealed also the path. Then, the
calming fragrance of the summer evening, the silken
rustle of the foliage of garden trees bringing into
closer commuiiion the souls of these three, Paracelsus
tells of the dawn of cosmic consciousness within him:

*"And I smiled as one never smiles but once;
Then first discovering my own aim's extent,
Which sought to comprehend the works of GrOd,
And GrOd himself, and all God's intercourse
With the human mind; I understood, no less.
My fellow's studies, whose true worth I saw.
But smiled not, well aware who stood by me.
And softer came the voice— 'There is a way
—
' Tis hard for flesh to tread therein, imbued
With frailty—hopeless, if indulgence first
Have ripened inborn germs of sin to strength;
Wilt thou adventure for my sake and man'
s
Apart from all reward?' — I answered not,
Knowing Him. As He spoke, I was endued
With comprehension and a steadfast will;
And when He ceased, my brow was sealed His own.
If there took place no special change in me.
How comes it all things wore a different hua
Thenceforward?--pregnant with vast consequence--
I go to prove my soul
I see my way as birds their trackless way
—
I shall arrive I what time, what circuit first,
I ask not: but unless God send his hail
Or blinding fire-balls, sleet, or stifling snow.
In some time—his good time—I shall anive
:
He guides me and the bird. In his good timel"
"'Browning: Paracelsus
(All quotations in this
section from iirowning)
o
Believing the flesh to be a net wherein to snare
the soul, Paracelsus accepts the ascetic ideal. Festus
remonstrates, stating that he who would serve man cannot
achieve while cut off from man, for he who desires to
serve fellow-man best must laiow love. His words are un-
availing, for the youth is sure he iaiows--his Purpose
and the Way are clear. Then bursts from him, in joyous
mood, a swan-song of exultation
''And I am young, my Festus, happy and free I
I can devote myself; have a life
To give ; I, singled out for this, the Onei
Think, think! the wide East, where all Wisdom
sprung;
The bright South, where she dwelt; the hopeful
North,
All are passed o'er—it lights on me I ' Tis time
New hopes should animate the world, new light
Should dawn from new revoalings to a race
Weighed down so long, forgotten so long "
Utterly confident in his own yet-untested powers,
Paracelsus spurns assistance, turns aside from past
knowledge, from "the idle arts these pedants strive to
learn and teach"; dreams of serving humanity, yet re-
jects all help from humanity. J?'estus and Liichal fear
for him in his unconscious arrogance. With this
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statement revealing his complete faith in self,
Paracelsus takes dramatic farewell from his friends:
*Are there not, Festus, are there not, dear Michal
,
Two points in the adventure of the diver.
One—when, a beggar, he prepares to plunge,
One—when, a prince, he rises with his pearl?
Pestus, I plunge I"
Youthful Michal, half-fearful
,
silent, looks wist-
fully at the glowing face of the aspiring young man;
Pestus, stirred by Paracelsus' enthusiasm, Doyally
answers, "We wait you when you rise I"
The scene has shifted. Nine years have passed
since the evening with i<'estus and Michal in the
garden at Wlirzburg. Now, in the home of a Grreek con-
jurer at Constantinople, Paracelsus experiences in
temporary solitude that rare period when, in quietude,
one stands apart from oneself in order to review and
evaluate past episodes. This mental and spiritual
stock-taking has proven highly disturbing to Hohen-
heim as he compares the knowledge which he has
gained with that which he has sought. Although he
has subdued his life to its one purpose, iiis vision
has lost its clarity, riis self-torturing mental
turmoil is unceasing in its insistence. There is
/T
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the memory of the past when "all the beauty, all the
wonder fell on either side the truth, as its mere
robe,** in contrast to the present - "I see the robe
now — then I saw the form. " "Oh, bitter; very
bitter 1 And more bitter to fear a deeper curse, an
inner ruin." Lonely, worn, weary of struggle, pre-
maturely aged, despairing, he murmurs: "I have
heaped up my last, and day dawns notl And I am left
with grey hair, faded hands, and furrowed brow." Yet -
yielding is alien to his nature; he starts up crying out,
'*Gr0dl Thou art mind I Unto the master-mind, mind should
be precious. Spare my mind alon^l All else I will
endure "
Erom a distance comes the sound of singing--solitude
is shattered as Aprile, an Italian poet approaches him,
Aprile, who yearns immoderately to love, as Paracelsus,
to know. The spirit of his song, Paracelsus feels,
has once ..before faintly sounded in his ears
—
probably in
his early youth.
Paracelsus: *!I am he that aspired to KNOW: and thour
Aprile: "I would LOvE infinitely, and be lovedl
Paracelsus: "Poor slave I I am thy king indeed."
As Aprile tells of his ambition to create beauty
through love, Paracelsus realizes that they are but the
halves of a dissevered world.
If
t
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Paracelsus :
'*We wake at length from weary dreams
***
I too have sought to kUOW as thou to LOVE
—
Excluding love as thou refusedst imowledge.
Still thou hast beauty and I, power. We wake:
What penance canst devise for both of us."
Perhaps together the two may reach their goal.
But Aprile is dying...
Paracelsus
:
'*Die not, Aprile I We must never part.
Are we not halves of one dissevered world.
Whom this strange chance unites once merer
Partv Never'.
Till thou the lover, know; and I, the knower.
Love—until tooth are saved. Aprile, hear
I
We will accept our gains, and use them—now I
GrOd, he will die upon my breastS Aprilel
The third scene of the poem finds the two friends,
Festus and Paracelsus, in the latter' s house in Basel.
It is the first time in twenty years that they are
together again. Paracelsus' first words give the tone
of the opening mood: "Heap logs, and let the blaze
laugh outi'*
•.
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Pestua, when Paracelsus aaks him whether Michal
still sings when she is alone, reminds his friend that
Michal has her children about her now. to this
Paracelsus replies:
" " Ah, those children quite
Unsettle the pure picture in my mind:
A girl, she was so perfect, so distinct:
No change, no change', JNot but that this
added grace
May blend and harmonize with its compeers.
And Michal may become her motherhood;
But 'tis a change, and I detest all change.
And most a change in aught I loved long since.
So Michal you have said she thinks of mev"
Festus, who has been on his way from V/ittenberg,
where he carried news to Luther, has interviewed
OBcolampadius concerning iiwingli and from him has learned
of the fame of his friend, who has just attained the
professorship at iJasel. Therefore, jj'estus , a little
awed, sees Paracelsus through a halo of his own imagin-
ing and is touched in the interest Paracelsus expresses
in regard to the simple life of his humbler friend.
"But you are very kind to humour me
i5y showing interest in my quiet life;
e
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You, who of old coxild never tame yourself
To tranquil pleasures, must at heart despise--
Paracelsus cannot dissemble any longer. Me tells
Festus never to change, for j<*estus has the better part.
He, Paracelsus, ha:3 been offered a chair at uasel--yet
counts it no honor. Jfestus is his one friend; therefore
he tells him the truth. JTestus, shocked at the doctor's
vehement disclosure, cannot at first believe and re-
counts the stories of marvelous heling that have been
credited to Paracelsus* skill.
Unattended, the firelight sinks lower; for the
first time in twenty years Paracelsus opens his heart
to another, iiis is the revelation of that period of
despondency so natural in the life of every lofty soul.
Me tells of Aprile, of his warning that he (Paracelsus)
give his gains, imperfect as they are, to men. There-
fore Mohenheim has accepted the Basel position, les,
he will stay here until the people ask him to depart.
ijut that will be soon They see in him but novelty,
and novelty endures not long. I'hen, too, the truths
he possesses are difficult for him to share.
.to teach mankind some truth
So dearly purchased only then 1 found
Such teaching was an art requiring cares
f1
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And qualities peculiar to itself;
That to possess was one thing- -to display
Another .
"
He has ttied to live as did Aprils, for love
alone, but it was against his nature. The man of
science speaks:
"I cannot feed on beauty for the sake
Of beauty only, nor can drink in balm
From lovely objocts for their loveliness;
My nature cannot lose her first imprint:
I still must hoard and heap and class
all truths
With one ulterior purpose: I must knowl
There is one good, however, which Paracelsus
admits of all his strivings. Though as a pioneer
he must lead alone, the mass will eventually follow,.
7 as the sea
Waits age in its bed till some one wave
Out of the multitudinous mass, extends
The empire of the whole, some feet perhaps
Over the strip of sand which would confine
Its fellows so long time: thenceforth
the rest,
iiven to the meanest, hurry in at once.
And so much is clear gained."
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When Pestus speaks of another world, Paracelsus
shakes his head despondently
"And why this world, this common world, to be
A make-shift, a mere foil, how fair soever.
To some fine life to come?"
Ko, no;
Love, hope, fear, faith--these make humanity;
These are its sign and note and character,
And these I have lost I"
He has been unable to adjust himself to the con-
ditions and the habitual mental attitudes of the
people in Basel. He sees no gradual way to lead them
to his light, but turns it full upon them so that they
are dazzled. In preceding his age, he states, he has
become intolerant of all past teachings, has publicly
IT ^
burned the works of Aetius
,
Oribasius, Galen, Khases,
Serapion, Avicenna, Averroes. Why he has failed, he
knows not. His dreams have grown dim. He knows not
of any will of uod. **I simply know i am no master here,
but trained and beaten into the path I tread...."
The character and friendship of i?'estus expresses
itself as he, sorely troubled, leaves Paracelsus,
saying:
TP
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One favour.
And I have done, I leave you, deeply moved;
Unwilling to have fared so well, the while
My friend has changed so sorely. If this
mood
Shall pass away, if light once more arise
Where all is darkness now, if you see fit
To hope and trust again, and strive again.
You will remember—not our love alone
—
But that my faith in God' s desire that man
Should trust on his suppprt, las I must think
You trusted) is obscured and dim through you
For you are thus, and this is no reward.
Will you not call me to your side, dear
Aureole?"
It is now in the year 1528, in an inn in Colmar,
Alsatia, that Pestus and ir'aracelsus meet again. The
humiliating Jiasel experience still rankles bitterly.
The feigned illness of uanon Liechtenfels is here
portrayed as a deliberate scheme to trick Paracelsus.
The whole episode of his professorial life at Basel
he relates to i<'estus with grim humor.
" Just so long as I was pleased
To play off the mere antics of my art.
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Fantastic gambols leading to no end,
I got huge praise;
There tney flocked.
Poor devils, jostling, swearing, and persjlring,
Till the walls rang again, and all for me I
then - I must needs begin
To teach them, not amaze them, "to impart.
The spirit which should investigate the search
Of truth," just what you bade mel I spoke out -
Forthwith a mighty squadron in disgust,
D'iled off--" the sifted chaff of the sack." I said.
Redoubling ray endeavours to secure
The rest. yThen lol one man had tarried so long
Only to ascertain if I supported
This tenet of his or that; another loved
To hear impartially before he judged
And having heard, not judged;
The end
Was a clear class-room and a quiet leer
j?'rom grave folk, and a sour reproachful glance
ij'rom those in chief who, cap in hand, installed
The new professor scarce a year before.
9^
tiood-night to Basel thenl
But fast as I proposed to rid the tribe
6
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Of my obnoxious back, I could not spare them
The pleasure of a parting kickl"
Pestus is seriously alarmed this time, for he
knows not this man who, tossing back his head, sings
wildly of remorseless living, of seeking knowledge
through joy, through satisfaction of degraded
appetite and base delights. Pestus does not realize
that these unleadied human passions are evidences of
a tortured mind, now quivering xinder the lashes of
injustice; passions which will flame but for a time
until the mighty spirit
,
exhausted, finds healing
in a new perspective born from rest.
Finally, after J^'estus tells his friend of Michal's
death, the wild mood ceases. I'here is quiet for a
while; then Paracelsus tells of his complete belief in
immortality "there is reason for what I say: I
think the soul can never taste death."
The wheel of time marks 1541. A lamp burns low
in a hospital cell of St. Sebastian at Salzburg.
Paracelsus lies dying, Pestus is praying by his side.
In semi -delirium, Paracelsus relives the whipping scorn
of isasel, hears the praises from Erasmus, the songs of
April e. Clearer consciousness comes. Paracelsus deter
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mines to rise, to meet death, as did the heroes of
old, while standing erect. As he rises with the aid
of his protecting friend, strength returns to him;
speaking in tone of prophecy, he traces the revelation
of the science which is to dawn.
i?'irst, in his renewed vigor, Paracelsus speaks
ecstatically of his search for iiod , (for the mists
have passed, and he sees the Why of life with clarity),
of all he saw and felt, of all that was revealed to him.
He understands now that knowledge is--
•*Uot intuition—but the slow
uncertain fruit enhancing toil,
Strengthened by love.... "
In his final theory of life, Paracelsus traces
life's first development geologically:
"The center-fire heaves underneath the earth.
And the earth changes like a human face;
The molten ore bursts up among the rocks,
winds into the stone's heart, outbranches bright
In hidden mines, spots barren river-beds.
Crumbles into fine sand where sunbeams bask."
From geological forms he passes to plant life,
then to animal life:
"
..earth is a wintry clod;
But spring
-wind, like a dancing psaltress, passes
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Over its breast to waken it; rare verdure
Jiuds tenderly upon rough banks, between
i'he withered tree-roots and the cracks of frost.
Like a smile striisring with a wrinkled face;
I'he grass grows bright, the boughs are swoln
with blooms
,
Like chrysalids impatient for the air;
The shining dorrs are busy; beetles run
Along the furrows, ants make their ado;
Above, birds fly in merry flocks— the lark
Soars up and up, shivering for very joy;
Savage creatures seek
Their loves in wood and plain; and LrOd renews
iiis ancient rapture
In all animal life Paracelsus detects scattered
attributes which foreshadow one who will combine them.
Primitive man appears, who, only partially enlightened,
learns slowly through toil, ixradually through ages
of travail, from lower type to higher, self-conscious
man emerges, man who consciously looks upon all that
has preceoed him, who interprets the world --ibout him
according to his own moods, his own perceptions.....
'*the winds are henceforth voices, in a wail or shout,
a querulous mutter, or a quick gay laugh--never a
mr
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senseless gust now man is born I" Here begins the pro-
gress of man as an individual. The whole scheme of
creation is pictured -
"Prom life s minute beginning up at last
TO man - the consummation of this scheme
Of being, the completion of this sphere
Of life."
Prom this attainment of self-consciousness there
continues a spiritual development, a tendency toward
uod. Man imprints his presence on all lifeless things
and a new glory blends with heaven and earth. There
arises before Paracelsus* eyes the vision of what
potential man shall be:
They grow too great
i?'or narrow needs of right and wrong, v/hich fade
Before the unmeasured thirst for good, while peace
Kises within them ever more and more."
The dying Paracelsus realizes that it is not enough
to work for man for the love of liod, but that he must
work also through his own love for man. .."to see good
in evil, and a hope in ill success; to sympathize, be
proud of their half-reasons , faint aspirings, dim
struggles for truth", ....for "despite their error,
all tend upwardly though weak."
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During his last moments i'aracelsus views his life
and that of the poet, Aprile, as the two extremes. He,
Paracelsus, represented the straining toward absolute
knowledge, the hunger for ijod, the rejection of the con-
ditions of earthly life. Aprile, having endeavored to
compass infinite love, to force the all of feeling into
present life, failed also, faracelsus now has glimpsed
the truth that *"J!4or soul helps flesh more now, than
flesh helps soul I" "Therefore," says i'aracelsus. "let
man regard me and the poet, dead long ago, who loved
too rashly; and shape forth a third and hetter-tempered
spirit, warned by both."
However, as man lives on earth in a state of pro-
bation, in preparation for other lives (for life is
eternal;, and as the very fact that perfection caimot
be gained on earth signifies that development continues
in some manner after the close of the earthly episode,
Paracelsus' last words are aglow with hope^
If 1 stoop
into a dark tremendous sea of cloud.
It is but for a time; I press GrOd's lamp
Close to my breast—its splendor, soon or late
Will pierce the gloom: I shall emerge one day
-3
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Chapter III - Kolbenheyer' 8 '^Paracelsus"
The publication of '*Das Dritte Heich des Paracelsus,"
a historical novel by E. Q. Kolbenheyer was heralded by
the foremost critics as a work indicative of the literary
ascension of a second lioethe. . . the highest possible
praise. In the "Stuttgarter i^eues Tagblatt," the critic,
ft
Dr. Srnst Muller wrote:
*"Selten weist die 'Jeschichte der europaischen
Jahrhunderte seit der Kenaissance Pers3nlichkeiten auf,
die dichterisch and denkerisch in gleichem Masse an
ihrem Y/erke arbeiten, die den xrieb und die Macht haben,
das Leben als allumfassenden complex zu sehen, als ge-
barende, beunruhigende , in Kunst, K^ligion, und Wissen-
schaft nach Sinn und Urdnung drangende Sinneit zu er-
denken und zu erfuhlen. V/ir ^cennen die Anstrengungen
Groethes, das System Spinozas mit der Dichtung des
Paust zu vereinigen, ahnen etwas von der Problematik
Strindbergs. der moderne o.'Jaturerkenntnisse rait person-
lichen Jirlebnissen durchdringt, wissen urn die I'ragik
Nietzsches, die vision iiarathustras wissenschafts-
sytematisch im "Willen zur Macht" zu verankern "
Kolbenheyer ' 3 instrument is the organ, and as
he plays with power, nis chords blend the music of the
three spheres. (iVith melodious, liiblical simplicity,
yet with continually shifting nuances, nis tones build
^KoIbenheyeF: "Das Dritte Keich"
4
up the world of the ii@formation. crooked lanes of
ancient villages, monasteries, cloisters, fields of
tillage, homes of the rich and of the humble--these
places are peopled at times with characters, quaint
in custom, yet blinded with superstition; then, again,
become the gathering places of mobs fired by the
fanaticism of eloquent leaders, throughout the whole
composition is the constant, low,yet continually
accelerated vibration of a rising tide—a tide that
is to crash ultimately the wall of repression.
In the major theme the grey-garbed doctor,
teacher and evangelist moves forth among the rest
—
—brought much nearer to us in the music, for he loves,
hates, sympathizes, scorns, battles with himself in
solitude
—
yet in oeing humanized loses none of his
sublimity of purpose and endeavor.
At the close of his nightly visitAtions, the
doctor stands before us: *"Pr8stelnd ao g I'aracelsus
!t IT
das Wams uber dam uamas torus tlem zusammen. Seine
ermudeten Augen, tief beschattet von der vorspringenden,
quergefurchten atirn, schlossen sich beinahe. Sr trug
keinen uart jnehr, sein uesicht was hager, den bitteren
Zug um seine schmalen iiippen schien die spate otunde
gel'ost zu haben. Fast weich und wehmutsvoll ruhte
der dlinne Mund."
'^Kolbenheyer : "Das uritte iieich"
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As Paracelsus fights for the life of his patient,
a former nun, the extraordinarily learned and beautiful
spirited Lucia Tetzelin, his nitherto-necessary barrier
of cold, professional reserve vanishes; we glimpse the
soul of a lonely fighter. Lucia says to him:
*"Wohl seid ihr anderst. und die Leut sprechen,
Ihr seiet ein Magus,'*
(Paracelsus) "Es ist kein Land in Suropen, wo die
Leut nit hattind ilber mich gredt."
"Warumb seid Ihr anderst und habet ein Hand, so
mild?"
"Jungfrau, aufs glich muget Ihr fragen zur Stund
das i^'irmament, warumb es so seie in seiner Konstellaz
bstellt und nit auf ein ander Art."
"Ist Stern und i^'irmament iiiuer Mass und uleichnus?"
_
»»
"ich merk, Jungfrau, dass 3uer Schmerz ist gesanf-
tiget und Euer Durst brennt so arg nit mehr,' meinte
Hohenheira leise lachelnd, ' dann der Cueist fluglet
wieder. Auch ich hab es vernommen, das Ihr gelehrt
seid und des iVortes machtig.*"
Prom this young girl , the doctor receives for the
Tf
first time understanding sympathy "Was musset Ihr
verlassen sein und einsam unter den Menscheni"
^Kolbenheyer: "Das Dritte Keich"
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Lucia, after reading some of the doctor's publications,
questions him about his philosophy, Paracelsus outlines
his inmost thoughts about life to his earnest listener.
*"Drei Keich und der v/eissagung drei Vi/eg aus
den dreien Keichen: Gottes, des i>stirns und der elemen-
-
tischen *velt.
t»
"1st Oott nit durch das j3os hindurch der eignen
Grlite voll? Ist (iut und Bos nit einig una gottlich in
ihmr Da habet Ihr ein Grleichnus veneni Oder des
Gifts: Was ist ein Gift? Das isosest iind das Best zu-
gleich. 3o es sein richtig j?'uer findt der Lauterung,
wird aus dem Gift ein Arzenei und Tod der Krankheit. Also
ist ijott das Gift seiner selbst worden in der offenbareten
Welt und wandlet die Welt von seira Gift in sein arcanum
• "In uns sei alles gemein und eins. Sie sind
die Sprach der grossen Welt und wurkend in die klein
Welt, in den Menschen, dass der iviensch den Menschen kunnt
verstehn und der Mensch die gross welt kunnt verstehn,
all eins werden. Das ist der ruermantel , der uns alle
dedket, darunter wir schauderen: teilhaftig werden aus
unserer Bschlossenheit , eins werden in unserer Teil-
haftigkeit - und uberfliessen aus unserer stund in das,
was langest ist gewest, und gehen uber aus unserer
If
Stund in das, was sein wird, wenn unser corpus nutzit
meh ist dann ein riandvoll Aschen."
Paracelsus' evangelical work, the reception given
him as Sootor and evangelist among the people in cities
r
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and villages, the long period of constant labor in his
laboratory, the inspired hours of late night and early
morning when he wrote his medical and philosophical
treatises, his reaction when his lectures and the pub-
lications of his writings were forbidden - these ac-
counts are imbued with the light of actual existence,
A clear example of the typical conditions which
confronted the physician, I'aracelsus, is given in
Kolbenheyer ' s depiction of the doctor's visit to
Bastian Kastner:
^"Bastian K.a8tner, ein Mann von ungewohnlicher
Grosse, fett, schwammig una blass, lag auf dem breiten,
von einem grunen Laken iiberdeckten i5ette. Die Luft des
Raumes erstickte in Dunst und i^'aulnis. uer Artzt
(Paracelsus) wies auf das j^'enster, die Magd schob die
Laden handbreit zuruclc und sah sich fragend um,
"'Tu auf, auf I Lass Licht und Luft einl'
"Dann hingen die drei Augenpaare an ihm, rund
,
feindlichscheu, wie die geblendeter x^achtvogel. Aber
er achtete ihrer nicht mehr, schlug die aettgardinen
auf den niedrigen niimnel zuriick, daas eine Staubwolke
sich gegen das i'enster ergoss."
Kolbenheyer* s conception of Paracelsus is not
one of a man straining every nerve to possess absolute
"ToTbenheye r : "Das Dritte weich"
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and infinite knowledge as the doctor is represented
in iirowning' s poem; his is rather the characterization
of a man seeking to discover remedies for the existing
ills of mankind. Kolhenheyer has given, as has
Browning, the revelation of the development of a soul,
yet, has, in addition contrihuted the accounts of
Paracelsus* work and the effects of the contacts of
his cimracter upon the lives of the fellow-men, I'he
people whom Faracelsus helped most were not those who
left records in books—among the recorders of the
period, however, were many of Paracelsus' colleagues,
a group of envious, professional men. Therefore, in
his creation of the varied personalities who came in
contact with the physician, Kolhenheyer has granted us
the most comprehensible characterization of a man - strong
in spirit, firm in his convictions, unafraid to stand
alone, yet lovable in nis utter humanity.
In conclusion, we select one more passage to
illustrate iiolbenheyer* s poetically philosophical prose:
"^"Sie scnliefen. Das Spiel der binne war in die
unendlichkeit der rjacht versunken , die i^ette war ge-
sprengt, an der verhangen ihr Lebensnachen uber die
sonnenbeschienaie,, dunkelgrundige j?'lut um eine I'ages-
weile weitergefunden hatte. Ihre aeelen losten sich
ioibenheyer : "Das Dritte Keich"
Ir
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von der laiechtschaft der stunde und gehorten nicht raehr
/»
den Leibern an, die Eigennamen fuhrten una die, von koss
II
und Tross getraren, aus alien Landern kaiser icher und
It
papstischer rioheit zum Keichstag in diese oberdeutsche
Stadt gesammelt waren.
"Nackend wie vor lorOttes vrericht entschwebten die
tt
aeelen, nackt gleich i^'lammen zungelten aie empor. Und
Jede J?'lamme war erfuUt von dem Urwesen des Leibes, der
unter ihr atmete, wie ein brennendes nolz verhaucht,
von dem Wesen dieses Lebenden, der nicht nur er selbst
war, sondern f^'rucht und '^jame von hundert ijeschlechtern
If
her und hundert ueschlechter weiterhin uber sich hinaus.,"
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Conclusion
It is difficult to appraise the intellectual calibre
of those who have lived in a period removed from our own.
In order to estimate the mental capacity of these indiv-
iduals, we must measure it not by what they laiew, but by
that which they themselves discovered. In our day, when
it is respectable and safe to be a man of science, when
it seems incredible that for thousands of years men
fumbled and groped before they made the fundamental dis-
coveries which to us seem so simple, we must remember
that in the superstition-bound period in which these
pioneers lived, they were, in an antagonistic society,
persistent and questioning explorers in all that pertained
to the unlmown machine, the human body, buch were the
founders of science, and while they are to be respected
for their discoveries, they are to be honored as
courageous, undaunted men.
The later biographers of i'aracelsus , who have
traced the struggles of his extraordinarily gifted,
courageous eharacter, have come very close to deifying
him. The poet. Browning, and the novelist, Kolbenheyer
have made nim far more human by employing light and
shadow in their characterization. It is, however, to
a man's own records that we turn most confidently for
his portrait, and we find that from out of nis writings
I
Paracelsus' character lives and speaks. There are gaps
in these records, for they were written either to give
vent to expostulation or to instruct. There is no
revelation of inner struggles, no account of personal
relationships—save in a few formal dedications.
Philosophic interpretations and conclusions, scientific
discoveries and practices - these alone are available.
Nevertheless, in these writings we find first of
all the nucleus of the scientific spirit: to trust no
statements without verification, to test all things as
thoroughly as possible, to share one's iinowledge with
the world, to give of one's best, to work for the sake
of linowledge and mankind without ulterior mo tive. . .These
arc his precepts.
The philosopher and theologist surprises us as
much as the scientific innovator, for Paracelsus, the
Christian Humanist, believed in a pure religion aloof
from Pope and -fresbytery; he saw (iod as a divine
spirit operating through natural law, directing the
active physical forces of a universe which periodically
destroys and recreates itself.
As much as we admire the fearless teacher, we
cannot help recognizing, nowever, that his approach
upon the stronghold of authoritative dogma was completely
lacking in strategy. His lectures burned with impatience
I
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though he had comprehended the gradual processes of
all development, nevertheless, he would have had man's
mentality changed at once--pus|ied to complete maturity.
His students had been mentally nourished by legends;
bereft of these, they beheld nothing but dismaying
emptiness. However, it is the torrential stream, which,
though destructive in its course, proves to be the
ultimate blessing. So with Paracelsus.
It is nearly four hundred years since Paracelsus'
death, yet mankind faces approximately the seme problems
as then, and its heroes are men of mach the same calibre.
Despite the rapid development of his tools, man's intrinsic
progress is very slow. The world is still reluctant in
allowing the free expression of unfettered minds; hair-
splitting sects continue to wrangle over theological
terminology--the members of each group believing that
they alone on their pin-point of the universe have been
correctly Enlightened; instead of shedding blood in
defence of - or in opposition against - ecclesiastical
hierachy, our nations have accomplished wholesale
slaughter in dispute over trade-balances. After all,
the problems of the ages merge in one; man's struggle
toward the mastery of his world. The span of man's life
I1
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is so brief that in his own time there can be no dis-
cernment of progression along the spiral of evolution,
but man throuf-h his unhampered vision, may look backward
into the ages of the remote past and take oouraere, for
though the upward trend is slow and the pendulum seems
to swing back ana forth from one point to another, it
is up and along the spiral pattern that life does move.
(J\
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